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A note about these questions and metrics
In this installment, we provide the updated questions and metrics used in our snapshot of Denver Public Schools, which informed our case study of the district, “It Takes
a System.”
Please keep in mind that we see this work as evolutionary. With each Strategic System
analysis we learn more, and our intention is to continue to refine the tools in response
to these lessons. We also welcome input from others involved in this important work.
Feel free to send feedback contactus@erstrategies.org. The best way to stay completely up to date with our methodology is to sign up for our monthly newsletter, where
we will announce the subsequent tools and revisions as they happen. To sign up, go to:
ERStrategies.org/signup.
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What Is the Strategic System for Strong Schools?
ERS’s Strategic System for Strong Schools is a framework to guide district transformation so that
every school succeeds for every student because of the system—not in spite of it. This framework
can help district leaders identify and prioritize the system changes that are necessary to improve
student outcomes.
The Strategic System framework is made up of three parts:
• A vision of school system success, comprising seven key areas of transformation
(as described on the following page)
• A snapshot that includes qualitative and quantitative assessments to help districts
measure and track their progress in creating the conditions that promote practices
and resource use to support excellent instruction
•A
 process for reviewing those assessments, and collaboratively identifying changes
to system conditions and practices that will lead to improved student performance

The Strategic System is based on our years of experience working with a diverse array of school
systems, our extensive collection of data from those districts, and published research on what
works best for students.
When we engage with districts using the Strategic System, it serves as a data-informed, holistic
framework for strategic planning, one that helps districts rebuild their school systems from the
inside out. No two school systems that take this approach will look alike. But each will be the kind
of district that sets a clear strategy and theory of action, is willing to transform “legacy” structures
and policies, chooses strategies to better align resources to student needs, and continuously
evaluates and adjusts. We believe this process will lead to improving outcomes for every child, in
every school.

The Strategic District Transformation Process
Set a clear strategy
and theory of action to
achieve desired
instructional model
and student outcomes

+

Create enabling
structures and policies

+

EVALUATE AND ADJUST

Align resources with
student needs

Student
Outcomes
Improve

From this:

To this:

STANDARDS & INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES

Inconsistent standards that don’t
prepare kids to think critically,
creatively, or collaboratively.

All students can access rigorous curricula
and assessments aligned with collegeand career-ready standards.

TEACHING

Teachers have the time and support for
team collaboration and learning, they
are strategically hired and assigned, and
their career paths and compensation
enable growth and reward contribution.

An isolated job, uneven distribution of
expertise and experience, and career
paths and compensation that are
unconnected to results or contribution.
SCHOOL DESIGN

School roles, teams, and schedules are
structured to enable personalized time
and attention, teacher collaboration, and
professional learning.

A one-size-fits-all learning
environment with rigid
schedules and class sizes that don’t
accommodate different learning needs.
LEADERSHIP

Leadership roles have clear goals,
accountability, and career paths, with
flexibility and support to achieve results.

Limited autonomy, flexibility, and
support that do little to develop
and promote strong leadership.
SCHOOL SUPPORT & ACCOUNTABILITY

The central office is a service and strategy
partner in sharing best practices and
ensuring all schools reach learning goals.

A central office focused on
compliance and oversight rather than
productive partnerships with schools.

FUNDING & PORTFOLIO

School funding is equitable, flexible, and
transparent; and the portfolio of schools
reflects student and community need,
equity of access, and cost.

Wide funding differences across
schools, with unplanned and
inconsistent school sizes, program
offerings, and locations.

Partnerships with families, community
institutions, youth service organizations,
and online instructors effectively serve
students’ needs.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Schools struggling to deliver learning
outcomes on their own, without a
systematic approach to partnering.
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Overview of Snapshot Structure
The Strategic System snapshot is a lens through which we measure improvement. It’s an
analysis that involves a comprehensive set of assessments to help district leaders fully
understand and then evaluate the system conditions and resource use. This analysis
includes four separate assessments:
1. Landscape—How hard is the challenge given the specific district context?
2. System Conditions—Has the district created conditions for change?
3. Practice and Resource Use—Are resources used strategically?
4. Impact—Is it working?
In this publication, we provide the questions and metrics for assessments two and three,
—System Conditions, and Practice and Resource Use—which make up the bulk of our
analysis. Within each of our seven areas, we have developed a set of key questions to
assess how well the current district situation is aligned with goals. Each question helps
assess either System Conditions or Practice and Resource Use. For each question, we
provide a set of qualitative and quantitative metrics that help district leaders objectively
answer that question. We also provide a set of suggested principal survey questions to
augment the qualitative and quantitative data.

About Scoring: For all questions, a score of “1” means less strategic and a score of
“3” means more strategic. For the quantitative questions, we provide thresholds for
scoring. However, we do not provide the same detailed information for the qualitative
questions. We expect to publish our comprehensive rubric for the qualitative questions in
future editions.
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KEY QUESTIONS FOR DISTRICT LEADERS

Key Questions
for District Leaders
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KEY QUESTIONS FOR DISTRICT LEADERS

KEY QUESTIONS FOR DISTRICT LEADERS
Area/Principle

System Conditions

Practice & Resource Use

Standards & Instructional Resources
Curriculum & Instructional Resources
Does the district provide school leaders and teachers with
rigorous and coherent curricula, instructional resources,
and assessments aligned to college- and career-ready
standards?
Does the district ensure that there are rigorous learning
opportunities at all schools?
Access and Support

Do the instructional models for students with disabilities
and English language learners focus on content in
addition to learning needs?
Does the district enable schools to provide targeted,
integrated, equitable, and efficient social-emotional
learning (SEL) support, services, and programs?

Teaching
Hiring and Assignment

Does the hiring timeline and process allow for schools to
attract high-quality teachers?

Does the hiring process result in high-quality teacher
hires?

Do district policies encourage the most effective teachers
to work in the highest-need schools?

Do district recruiting practices result in a pool of highquality candidates?
Do high-need schools have an equal or higher
concentration of effective teachers?

Professional Learning

Does the district ensure professional learning around the
common, cross-district learning needs of teachers?

Do principals have a manageable span of review?

Does the district enable job-embedded professional
learning for teachers?
Does the district ensure teacher professional learning
and/or support at critical career junctures, including
induction, remediation, and transition to leadership, as
well as support for additional certification in high-need
areas?
Does the district ensure that teachers receive highquality, growth-oriented, job-embedded professional
learning that supports school and individual needs?

Performance Measurement & Management
Is the district's teacher evaluation system based on
evidence and college- and career-ready standards?

Are evaluation ratings an accurate assessment of teacher
performance?

Is the teacher evaluation system anchored in evidence of
student learning, and does it inform all other aspects of
the human capital system?

Does the evaluation system result in the ability to
differentiate teachers?
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Is the district’s teacher evaluation process and data used
to support hiring, development, and assignment?
Does the district retain an effective teaching force and
encourage struggling teachers to leave the system?

Access and Support

well as support for additional certification in high-need
areas?
Do the instructional models for students with disabilities
and
language learners
focus on
content
in
DoesEnglish
the district
that teachers
receive
highKEYensure
QUESTIONS
FOR
DISTRICT
LEADERS
addition
to learning
needs?
quality, growth-oriented,
job-embedded professional
learning that supports school and individual needs?
Does the district enable schools to provide targeted,
integrated, equitable, and efficient social-emotional
Performance Measurement & Management
Area/Principle
System
Conditions
learning (SEL) support,
services,
and programs?
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KEY QUESTIONS FOR DISTRICT LEADERS

Is the district's teacher evaluation system based on

Practice & Resource Use

Teaching
Standards & Instructional
Resources
evidence
and college- and career-ready standards?

Are evaluation ratings an accurate assessment of teacher
performance?

Hiring
and Assignment
Is the teacher evaluation system anchored in evidence of
Curriculum
& Instructional Resources
student learning, and does it inform all other aspects of
the human
capital
system?
Does
the hiring
timeline
and
process
allow
schoolswith
to
district
provide
school
leaders
andforteachers
attract
teachers?
rigoroushigh-quality
and coherent
curricula, instructional resources,
and assessments aligned to college- and career-ready
Do
district policies encourage the most effective teachers
standards?
to work in the highest-need schools?
Does the district ensure that there are rigorous learning
opportunities at all schools?
Career Path and Compensation
Access and Support
Professional Learning
Does the district leverage the whole value proposition to
Do
the and
instructional
fortalent?
students with disabilities
attract
retainensure
topmodels
teacher
Does
the district
professional
around
and English
language learners
focus learning
on content
in the
common,
cross-district
learning
needs
of
teachers?
addition
learning
Does thetodistrict
useneeds?
its compensation system and career

Does the evaluation system result in the ability to
differentiate teachers?
Does the hiring process result in high-quality teacher
hires?
Is the district’s teacher evaluation process and data used
to support
hiring, development,
and assignment?
Do
district recruiting
practices result
in a pool of highquality
candidates?
Does the district retain an effective teaching force and
encourage
struggling
leave
system?
Do
high-need
schoolsteachers
have an to
equal
or the
higher
concentration of effective teachers?

Do principals have a manageable span of review?

KEY QUESTIONS FOR DISTRICT LEADERS

paths the
to leverageenable
effective
teachers to take
on additional
Does
job-embedded
professional
Does
the district
districtand
enable
schools
to provide
targeted,
responsibilities
extend
their reach
to students
or
learning
for
teachers?
integrated,
and efficient
social-emotional
Area/Principle
System
Conditions
colleagues?equitable,
learning
and programs?
Does
the(SEL)
districtsupport,
ensure services,
teacher professional
learning
and/or
support
at
critical
career
junctures,
including
School Design
Teaching
induction, remediation, and transition to leadership, as
Monday,
January
8, 2018
well as support for additional certification in high-need
Curriculum,
Instruction
& Assessment
Hiring and Assignment
areas?

Does
ensure and
that process
teachersallow
receive
Does the
the district
hiring timeline
for highschools to
quality,
growth-oriented,
job-embedded
professional
attract high-quality teachers?
learning that supports school and individual needs?
Do district policies encourage the most effective teachers
Performance Measurement & Management
to work in the highest-need schools?
Is the district's teacher evaluation system based on
evidence and college- and career-ready standards?
Professional Learning

Is the teacher evaluation system anchored in evidence of
student learning, and does it inform all other aspects of
Does
the district
professional learning around the
the
human
capitalensure
system?
common, cross-district learning needs of teachers?
Expert-Led Collaboration & Professional Learning
Does the district enable job-embedded professional
learning for teachers?

Does the district ensure teacher professional learning
and/or support at critical career junctures, including
Career Path and Compensation induction, remediation, and transition to leadership, as
well as support for additional certification in high-need
Does
areas?the district leverage the whole value proposition to
attract and retain top teacher talent?
Does the district ensure that teachers receive highDoes
district use its compensation
and career
quality,thegrowth-oriented,
job-embeddedsystem
professional
paths
to leverage
effective
teachers
to take on
additional
learning
that supports
school
and individual
needs?
responsibilities and extend their reach to students or
Performance Measurement & Management
colleagues?
Is the district's teacher evaluation system based on
and college- and career-ready standards?
Talent Management
Teacher evidence
Leadership
Monday,
January 8, and
2018
Is the teacher evaluation system anchored in evidence of
student learning, and does it inform all other aspects of
the human capital system?
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Practice & Resource Use
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Do school leaders and teachers share a clearly
Does
the hiring
processvision
result that
in high-quality
teacher
articulated
instructional
defines their
approach
hires?
to teaching and learning, includes subject-specific
practices,
is informed
by rigorous
for
Do
district and
recruiting
practices
result inexpectations
a pool of highexcellent
teaching?
quality candidates?

Arehigh-need
instructional materials
and
practice
Do
have
an instructional
equal
or higher
Are
evaluationschools
ratings an
accurate
assessment
of teacher
consistently rigorous
for allteachers?
students?
concentration
of
effective
performance?
Are teachers across the district regularly assessing
Does the evaluation system result in the ability to
student progress through formative and interim
differentiate teachers?
assessments, and are they using data to adjust
Do principals have a manageable span of review?
instruction?
Is the district’s teacher evaluation process and data used
to support hiring, development, and assignment?
Does
the district
an effective
teachingfor
force and
Do teachers
haveretain
sufficient
time scheduled
encourage
struggling
to leave
the system?
collaborative
work andteachers
professional
learning?

Are teachers organized into balanced teams for the
purpose of deepening understanding of standards and
planning and improving instruction?
Is professional learning supported by qualified and schoolbased content experts?

Is teacher professional learning time used effectively?
Are teachers receiving growth-oriented feedback and
sustained
coaching
to an
improve
instruction?
Are
evaluation
ratings
accurate
assessment of teacher
performance?
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Does the evaluation system result in the ability to
Do schools assign
the most effective teachers to highestdifferentiate
teachers?
priority areas?
Dothe
schools
assign
teachers
to differentiated
roles
Is
district’s
teacher
evaluation
process and
datathat
used
increase
impact
of highly effective
teachers and
to
supportthe
hiring,
development,
and assignment?
enable additional support for new and struggling teachers?
Does the district retain an effective teaching force and
encourage struggling teachers to leave the system?

Are teachers organized into balanced teams for the
purpose of deepening understanding of standards and
planning and improving instruction?
Is professional learning supported by qualified and school-

KEY QUESTIONS FOR DISTRICT LEADERS
KEY QUESTIONS
FOR DISTRICTbased
LEADERS
content experts?
Area/Principle

System Conditions

Is teacher professional learning time used effectively?

Practice & Resource Use

Are teachers receiving growth-oriented feedback and
sustained coaching to improve instruction?

School Design
Curriculum,
Instruction
Assessment
Talent Management
and&Teacher
Leadership

Do school
teachers
shareteachers
a clearlyto highestschoolsleaders
assign and
the most
effective
articulated
instructional vision that defines their approach
priority areas?
to teaching and learning, includes subject-specific
Do schools
assign
teachers
differentiated
roles that
practices,
and
is informed
by to
rigorous
expectations
for
increase teaching?
the impact of highly effective teachers and
excellent
enable additional support for new and struggling teachers?
Are instructional materials and instructional practice
consistently rigorous for all students?

Personalized Time and Attention

Are teachers across the district regularly assessing
student
progress
through
formative investments
and interim in group
Have schools
made
cost-effective
assessments,
they using
data to adjust
size as a leverand
for are
individual
attention?
instruction?
Are master schedules aligned to ensure sufficient time for
content mastery for all students?

Expert-Led Collaboration & Professional Learning

Doteachers
schools adjust
supports,time
interventions,
Do
have sufficient
scheduled and
for student
grouping frequently
based
on student
data?
collaborative
work and
professional
learning?
Do teachers
schools support
students
with disabilities
and
Are
organized
into balanced
teams for
theEnglish
languageoflearners
(ELL)
in a generalofeducation
purpose
deepening
understanding
standardssetting
and
where possible?
planning
and improving instruction?

Responsive Learning Community

Is professional learning supported by qualified and schoolbased content experts?
Are schools building and maintaining an effective climate
Isand
teacher
professional
learningexpectations
time used effectively?
culture
based on shared
for values,
behaviors, and routines that best support student
Are
teachers receiving growth-oriented feedback and
learning?
sustained coaching to improve instruction?
Are students known deeply by adults and other students
in their school?

KEY QUESTIONS FOR DISTRICT LEADERS

Talent Management and Teacher Leadership

Area/Principle

System Conditions

School Design
Growth-Oriented Adult Culture

Doschools
schoolsassign
ensurethe
targeted,
integrated,
and efficient
Do
most
teachers
to highestPractice
& effective
Resource
Use
social
and
emotional
services,
including
a deliberate
priority areas?
approach to incorporating social-emotional competencies
intoschools
studentassign
learning
time? to differentiated roles that
Do
teachers
increase the impact of highly effective teachers and
enable additional support for new and struggling teachers?

Do school faculty demonstrate a professional culture
based on trust, commitment, shared accountability, and
shared high standards around continuous learning of
Have
schools
students
and made
adults?cost-effective investments in group
size as a lever for individual attention?
Page 2 of 4

Personalized Time and Attention

Monday, January 8, 2018

Leadership

Are master schedules aligned to ensure sufficient time for
content mastery for all students?

Hiring and Assignment

Do district policies encourage the most effective leaders
to work in the highest-need schools?
Does the hiring timeline allow for schools to attract highquality school leaders?

Do schools adjust supports, interventions, and student
grouping
based on student
Does thefrequently
district strategically
place itsdata?
most effective
principals in the highest-need schools?
Do schools support students with disabilities and English
language
in a general
education
Does the learners
recruiting(ELL)
and hiring
process
result in setting
highwhere
qualitypossible?
school leader hires?

Responsive
ProfessionalLearning
LearningCommunity

Does the district provide school leaders and other
instructional experts with significant support and training
8
throughout the school year?
Performance Measurement & Management

Are
schools
building
andstrong
maintaining
effective
climate
Does
the district
place
leadersanand
promising
and
cultureleaders
basedwhere
on shared
values,impact
potential
they expectations
can have thefor
greatest
behaviors,
and routines that best support student
and growth?
learning?
Are students known deeply by adults and other students

School Design
Growth-Oriented Adult Culture

KEY QUESTIONS FOR DISTRICT LEADERS
DoLEADERS
school faculty demonstrate a professional culture
KEY QUESTIONS
FOR DISTRICTbased
on trust, commitment, shared accountability, and
Area/Principle

shared high standards around continuous learning of
Practice & Resource Use
students and adults?

System Conditions

School
Design
Leadership
Growth-Oriented
Adult Culture
Hiring and Assignment

Do district policies encourage the most effective leaders
to work in the highest-need schools?

Leadership
Professional Learning

Does the hiring timeline allow for schools to attract highquality school leaders?

Hiring and Assignment

Does the district provide school leaders and other
instructional experts with significant support and training
Do
district policies
encourage
throughout
the school
year? the most effective leaders
to work in the highest-need schools?
Performance Measurement & Management
Does the hiring timeline allow for schools to attract highquality school leaders?
Does the district use a clear and rigorous, standardsbased school leader evaluation system?
Professional Learning

Integrated Planning Process

Does the district place strong leaders and promising
potential leaders where they can have the greatest impact
Does
the district strategically place its most effective
and growth?
principals in the highest-need schools?

Does the recruiting and hiring process result in highquality school leader hires?
Are school leader evaluation ratings an accurate
assessment of school leader performance?

Is the district’s principal evaluation data and process used
Does
the district
provide school
leaders
anddevelopment,
other
to support
compensation
decisions,
hiring,
instructional
experts
with
significant
support
and
training
and assignment?
throughout the school year?

Does the district retain effective school leaders and
Does
the district
place strong
leaders
and leaders
promising
encourage
consistently
ineffective
school
to leave
potential
leaders
where
they
can
have
the
greatest impact
the system?
and growth?

Does the district leverage the whole value proposition to
Does
a clear
and rigorous, standardsattractthe
topdistrict
schooluse
leader
talent?
based school leader evaluation system?

Are school leader evaluation ratings an accurate
assessment of school leader performance?

Career Path and Compensation
Performance Measurement & Management

School Support

Do school
facultystrategically
demonstrate
a professional
culture
Does
the district
place
its most effective
based
on trust,
accountability, and
principals
in thecommitment,
highest-needshared
schools?
shared high standards around continuous learning of
Does theand
recruiting
students
adults?and hiring process result in highquality school leader hires?

Is the district’s principal evaluation data and process used Does the district retain effective school leaders and
to support compensation decisions, hiring, development, encourage consistently ineffective school leaders to leave
and assignment?
the system?

Career Path and Compensation Does the school and district planning process and
Do teachers, administrators and central office staff use
calendar allow a logical and integrated flow of all critical
data to drive resource allocation and other decisions?
Does
district
leverage
the whole
value proposition
steps,the
from
visioning
to strategy
to resource
planning?to
attract top school leader talent?
Is data integrated using a system that is easy for
administrators, teachers, and central office staff to access
School Support
and use?
Integrated
Planning
Process
Differentiated
Support
& Accountability
Does
the school
and district
planningprovide
processadequate
and
Do school
calendars
and schedules
calendar
allow
a
logical
and
integrated
flow
of
all critical
time and flexibility to meet student needs (or support
steps,
from
visioning
to strategy to resource planning?
strategic
school
designs)?

Do
teachers,
administrators
and central
office
use
Does
the district
provide sufficient
support
thatstaff
varies
data
to
drive
resource
allocation
and
other
decisions?
based on school needs?

Is
integrated
using a system
thatforiswhich
easy for
Aredata
there
clear performance
targets
schools and Does the district outline a set of research-backed
administrators,
teachers,
and
central
office
staff to access priorities for schools and guidance to support
school leaders are held accountable?
and use?
implementation?
Differentiated
& Accountability
Service QualitySupport
and Efficiency
Do school calendars and schedules provide adequate
time and flexibility to meet student needs (or support
strategic school designs)?
Are there clear performance targets for which schools and
school leaders are held accountable?

Funding
& Portfolio
Service
Quality
and Efficiency
Equity
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Does
the district
sufficient
support
varies
Do central
office provide
budgeting
practices
focusthat
on service
based
on
school
needs?
quality, district priorities, and fiscal sustainability?
Are central office departments held accountable for
Does
the district
outlinecoordinated,
a set of research-backed
providing
high-quality,
and cost-effective
priorities
forschools?
schools and guidance to support
services to
implementation?

Do central office budgeting practices focus on service
quality, district priorities, and fiscal sustainability?
Are the district's staffing and funding systems designed to Does the district consistently provide additional resources

Service Quality and Efficiency
Do central office budgeting practices focus on service

KEY QUESTIONS FOR DISTRICT LEADERS
quality, district priorities, and fiscal sustainability?

KEY QUESTIONS FOR DISTRICT LEADERS
Area/Principle

School Design
Funding
& Portfolio
Equity
Growth-Oriented Adult Culture

Area/Principle

Funding & Portfolio
Transparency
Monday, January 8, 2018

Leadership

Hiring and Assignment
Flexibility

Utilization & Efficiency

Professional Learning

System Conditions

Are central office departments held accountable for
providing high-quality, coordinated, and cost-effective
Practice & Resource Use
services to schools?

KEY QUESTIONS FOR DISTRICT LEADERS
System Conditions

Are the district's staffing and funding systems designed to
consistently provide additional resources to students with
greater learning needs?

Practice & Resource Use

Does
the district
provide
additionalculture
resources
Do school
facultyconsistently
demonstrate
a professional
to
students
with
greater
learning
needs?
based on trust, commitment, shared accountability, and

shared high standards around continuous learning of
students and adults?
Page 3 of 4

Do school budgets provide a clear picture of how and
where resources are allocated?

Do district policies encourage the most effective leaders
Dowork
schools
have
the flexibility
to vary resource use based
to
in the
highest-need
schools?
on student, teacher, and school needs?
Does the hiring timeline allow for schools to attract highquality school leaders?
Does the district make (or plan to make, if enrollment is
changing) full use of existing facilities? Does the district
have small
schools
eitherschool
due toleaders
not using
Does
the district
provide
andexisting
other
facilities
or
small
buildings?
instructional experts with significant support and training

throughout
the school
Does the district
have year?
a clear and cost-effective plan for

staffing small (<350) and under-filled schools?
Performance Measurement & Management
Governance & Programming
Does the district use a clear and rigorous, standardsbased
evaluation
system?
Has theschool
districtleader
aligned
programs,
grade configurations,
and school size across school levels so that students who
Is
the district’s
dataorand
process
move
through aprincipal
specificevaluation
feeder pattern
choice
areaused
to
support
compensation
decisions,
hiring,
development,
experience continuity of programs across school levels?
and assignment?

Does the district strategically place its most effective
principals in the highest-need schools?
Does the recruiting and hiring process result in highquality school leader hires?

Does the district place strong leaders and promising
potential leaders where they can have the greatest impact
and growth?

Are school leader evaluation ratings an accurate
assessment of school leader performance?
Does the district retain effective school leaders and
encourage consistently ineffective school leaders to leave
the system?

Career Path and Compensation As permitted by state policy, does the district’s use of
external school operators, if any, maximize local capacity
and expertise
within
available
resource
levels?
Does
the district
leverage
the whole
value
proposition to
attract
top
school
leader
talent?
Choice & Assignment

School Support
Integrated Planning Process

Is there equitable access to high-quality programs and
innovative designs for students of all racial, ethnic, and
socioeconomic backgrounds?

Community EngagementDoes the school and district planning process and
Community Resources

calendar allow a logical and integrated flow of all critical
steps, from visioning to strategy to resource planning?

How distributed are students of color and economically
disadvantaged students across schools?

Do teachers, administrators and central office staff use
data to drive resource allocation and other decisions?

Is data integrated using a system that is easy for
Does the district partner with or support schools in
Do schools partner with community or alternative
administrators, teachers, and central office staff to access
partnering with community or alternative providers?
providers?
and use?

Family Engagement
Differentiated Support & Accountability

Does the district encourage and support schools to

Stakeholder Engagement

Service Quality and Efficiency

Do
school
and schedules
partner
withcalendars
parents around
meetingprovide
studentadequate
learning
time
and flexibility to meet student needs (or support
goals?
strategic school designs)?

Do schools partner with parents around meeting student

Does
thegoals?
district provide sufficient support that varies
learning
based on school needs?

Are there clear performance targets for which schools and Does the district outline a set of research-backed
school
leaders
held accountable?
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Does the
districtare
engage
with the local community
around priorities for schools and guidance to support
implementation?
strategic resource planning?

Governance & Programming
Choice & Assignment

Area/Principle

As
permitted
by state
the district’s use
Does
the district
have policy,
a cleardoes
and cost-effective
planoffor
external
school
operators,
if any, maximize
local capacity
staffing small
(<350)
and under-filled
schools?
and expertise within available resource levels?

KEY QUESTIONS FOR DISTRICT LEADERS

KEY QUESTIONS FOR DISTRICT LEADERS

Has the district aligned programs, grade configurations,
Is
there
equitable
access
to high-quality
programs
andwho How distributed are students of color and economically
and
school
size across
school
levels so that
students
innovative
designs
for students
of all racial,
ethnic,area
and
disadvantaged students across schools?
move through
a specific
feeder pattern
or choice
System
Conditions
Practice & Resource Use
socioeconomic
backgrounds?
experience continuity
of programs
across school levels?

Funding
& Portfolio
Community
Engagement
Transparency
Community Resources

Choice & Assignment

As permitted by state policy, does the district’s use of
external school operators, if any, maximize local capacity
and expertise within available resource levels?
Do
school
budgets
provide
picture
of howinand
Does
the district
partner
witha clear
or support
schools
where
resources
are allocated?
partnering
with community
or alternative providers?

Is there equitable access to high-quality programs and
innovative designs for students of all racial, ethnic, and
socioeconomic
Do
schools
havebackgrounds?
the flexibility
to support
vary resource
Does
the district
encourage
and
schoolsuse
to based
on
student,
school
needs?
partner
withteacher,
parents and
around
meeting
student learning
Community Engagementgoals?
Utilization & Efficiency
Community Resources
Stakeholder
Engagement
Does the district make (or plan to make, if enrollment is
changing)
full useengage
of existing
Does
the in
district
partner
with
or
schools
Does the district
with facilities?
thesupport
local community
around
have
small
schools
either due
to not usingproviders?
existing
partnering
with
community
or alternative
strategic
resource
planning?
facilities or small buildings?
Family Engagement
Does the district have a clear and cost-effective plan for
staffing
(<350)
and under-filled
schools?
Does thesmall
district
encourage
and support
schools to
partner
with
parents
around
meeting
student
learning
Governance & Programming
goals?

Flexibility
Family Engagement

Stakeholder Engagement

Do schools partner with community or alternative
providers?
How distributed are students of color and economically
disadvantaged students across schools?
Do schools partner with parents around meeting student
learning goals?

Do schools partner with community or alternative
providers?

Do schools partner with parents around meeting student
learning goals?

Has the district aligned programs, grade configurations,
and school size across school levels so that students who
move
through
a specific
or choice area
Does the
district
engage feeder
with thepattern
local community
around
experience
continuity
of
programs
across
school levels?
strategic resource planning?
As permitted by state policy, does the district’s use of
external school operators, if any, maximize local capacity
and expertise within available resource levels?

Choice & Assignment
Is there equitable access to high-quality programs and
innovative designs for students of all racial, ethnic, and
socioeconomic backgrounds?

Monday, January 8, 2018

Community Engagement

How distributed are students of color and economically
disadvantaged students across schools?

Page 4 of 4

Community Resources

Does the district partner with or support schools in
partnering with community or alternative providers?

Do schools partner with community or alternative
providers?

Does the district encourage and support schools to
partner with parents around meeting student learning
goals?

Do schools partner with parents around meeting student
Page 4 of 4
learning goals?

Family Engagement
Monday, January 8, 2018

Stakeholder Engagement
Does the district engage with the local community around
strategic resource planning?
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System Conditions Metrics
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SYSTEMCONDITIONS
CONDITIONS METRICS
SYSTEM
METRICS
SCORING
Question

Metric

Standards & Instructional Resources

Low

Medium

High

1

2

3

Curriculum & Instructional Resources
Does the district provide school leaders and
teachers with rigorous and coherent curricula,
instructional resources, and assessments
aligned to college- and career-ready standards?

Does the district ensure that there are rigorous
learning opportunities at all schools?

Teachers, instructional experts, and school leaders have
timely and easy access to the results of formative and
interim assessments, and to the support they need to
effectively use the data to adjust instruction.

Qualitative

The district provides schools with high-quality
materials—including scope and sequences, curriculum,
and assessments—to support implementation of rigorous
instruction aligned with college- and career-ready
standards.

Qualitative

There is equal access to advanced courses across all
schools in the district.

Qualitative

The district provides support—including personnel,
curriculum, professional learning, and external
resources—to schools to help them provide SEL services
and programs.

Qualitative

The district ensures that there is an effective, consistent,
and fair disciplinary process across all schools, with
policies and monitoring.

Qualitative

Access and Support
Does the district enable schools to provide
targeted, integrated, equitable, and efficient
social-emotional learning (SEL) support,
services, and programs?

Schools have the flexibility to vary special education
Do the instructional models for students with
disabilities and English language learners focus service and instructional models as long as they meet IEP
requirements.
on content in addition to learning needs?

Qualitative

The district regularly monitors special education
placement and provides guidance on how to structure
different tiers of support to avoid overidentification and
ensure appropriate placement.

Qualitative

The district's special education and ELL service models
ensure that students receive instruction from teachers with
content expertise when appropriate.

Qualitative

The district regularly monitors ELL placement and
evaluates whether service models are meeting the
instructional needs of students.

Qualitative

The district's special education and ELL service models
ensure that special education and ELL students have
access to grade-level standards-aligned instruction.

Qualitative

Teaching

1

2

3

Hiring and Assignment
Do district policies encourage the most
effective teachers to work in the highest-need
schools?

District policies encourage the most-effective teachers to
work in the highest-need schools.

Does the hiring timeline and process allow for
schools to attract high-quality teachers?

Percentage of teaching vacancies that have been filled
three months prior to the start of the school year.

The district tracks its teacher candidate sources to ensure
quality and diversity of pipeline.

13

Schools have the flexibility to hire teachers whose skills
and expertise match school and student needs.

Qualitative

Less than
50%

50% to 80%

Qualitative
Qualitative

More than
80%

Teaching

ensure that students receive instruction from teachers with
The district's special education and ELL service models
content expertise when appropriate.
ensure that special education and ELL students have
access
to grade-level
standards-aligned
instruction.
The
district
regularly monitors
ELL placement
and
evaluates
whether
service
models
are
meeting
the
SYSTEM CONDITIONS METRICS
instructional needs of students.

SYSTEM CONDITIONS METRICS
The district's special education and ELL service models
ensure that special education and ELL students have
Metric
District policies
encourage
the most-effective
teachers to
access
to grade-level
standards-aligned
instruction.
work in the highest-need schools.

Hiring and Assignment

Do district policies Question
encourage the most
effective teachers to work in the highest-need
schools?
Teaching
Standards
& Instructional Resources
Does the
timeline and Resources
process allow for
Hiring
andhiring
Assignment
Curriculum
& Instructional
schools to attract high-quality teachers?
Do district
policies
encourage
most and
Does
the district
provide
schoolthe
leaders
effective with
teachers
to work
the highest-need
teachers
rigorous
and incoherent
curricula,
schools? resources, and assessments
instructional
aligned to college- and career-ready standards?
Does the hiring timeline and process allow for
Question
schools to attract high-quality teachers?

Percentage of teaching vacancies that have been filled
three months prior to the start of the school year.
District policies
encourage
the most-effective
teachers
to
Teachers,
instructional
experts,
and school leaders
have
The district
tracks
its teacher
ensure
work
inand
theeasy
highest-need
timely
access
toschools.
thecandidate
results of sources
formativetoand
quality assessments,
and diversity ofand
pipeline.
interim
to the support they need to
effectively
use
the
data
to
adjust
Schools have
flexibility
to hireinstruction.
teachers
skills
Percentage
of the
teaching
vacancies
that havewhose
been filled
Metric
and
expertise
match
school
and
student
needs.
three months prior to the start of the school year.
The
schoolsallows
with high-quality
The district
district’sprovides
hiringitstimeline
all schools
to to
attract
top
The
district
tracks
teacher candidate
sources
ensure
materials—including
scope and sequences, curriculum,
talent
quality and diversity of pipeline.
and assessments—to support implementation of rigorous
instruction
aligned
with collegeand
career-ready
Schools have
the flexibility
to hire
teachers
whose skills
standards.
and
matchprofessional
school and student
The expertise
district ensures
learningneeds.
around the
common,
cross-district
needs
of teachers,
and
it
There
is equal
access
tolearning
advanced
courses
across
all top
The
district’s
hiring
timeline
allows
all
schools
to attract
is
grounded
in
evidence
of
student
and
teacher
learning
schools
talent in the district.
that advance content knowledge and pedagogy.

SYSTEM CONDITIONS METRICS

Teaching
Professional Learning
Does the district ensure professional learning
around
common,
cross-district
learning
Does
thethe
district
ensure
that there are
rigorous
needs
of
teachers?
learning opportunities at all schools?
Access and Support

Difference between annual teacher days and annual
student
days.
The
district
provides support—including personnel,
curriculum, professional learning, and external
The district ensures
teacher
learning
and/or
resources—to
schools
to helpprofessional
them provide
SEL services
support
at
critical
career
junctures,
including
induction,
and programs.
remediation, and transition to leadership, as well as
support
for additional
certification
in effective,
high-needconsistent,
areas.
The
district
ensures that
there is an
and fair disciplinary process across all schools, with
policies and monitoring.
The district offers additional teacher professional learning
Monday,
January models
8, 2018for students with
Schools
have
the support
flexibilityattoschools
vary special
resources
and/or
with aeducation
high
Do
the instructional
and instructional
models asteachers.
long as they meet IEP
concentration
of new or struggling
disabilities and English language learners focus service
requirements.
on content in addition to learning needs?
The district ensures that professional learning is jobDoes the district ensure that teachers receive
embedded
expert
supportspecial
to improve
instruction.
high-quality, growth-oriented, job-embedded
The
district with
regularly
monitors
education
professional learning that supports school and placement and provides guidance on how to structure
individual needs?
different tiers of support to avoid overidentification and
ensure appropriate placement.
The district ensures that schools have multiyear
The
district's learning
special education
service
models
professional
plans thatand
are ELL
based
on specific
staff
ensure
that needs.
students receive instruction from teachers with
and school
content expertise when appropriate.
Schools have the flexibility to vary teacher teams,
The
district regularly
monitors and
ELLthe
placement
and
assignments,
and schedules,
data support
evaluates
service
are meeting
the
needed towhether
provide time
for models
collaboration
and match
instructional
students.
resources toneeds
studentofneeds.
Does the district enable schools to provide
targeted, integrated, equitable, and efficient
Does the district learning
ensure teacher
professional
social-emotional
(SEL) support,
Monday,
January
8, 2018
learning
and/or
support
at
critical
career
services, and programs?
junctures, including induction, remediation, and
transition to leadership, as well as support for
additional certification in high-need areas?

Teaching
Hiring and Assignment
Do district policies encourage the most
effective teachers to work in the highest-need
schools?
Does
the hiringMeasurement
timeline and process
allow for
Performance
& Management
schools to attract high-quality teachers?
Is the district's teacher evaluation system
based on evidence and college- and careerready standards?

The
district's
education
and ELL service
Schools
havespecial
flexibility
over professional
learningmodels
ensure
that(including
special education
ELL students
havejobs
resources
discretionand
in hiring
and defining
access
to grade-level
standards-aligned
of coaches
and administrators,
controllinginstruction.
PL content,
allocating staff to PL outside the building, etc.).

Contractual minutes allocated for teacher collaboration
time per week.
The district
provides
support—including
personnel,
District
policies
encourage
the most-effective
teachers to
exemplars,
professional
learning,
and
external
work in the highest-need schools.
resources—to schools for effective teams and
collaboration time.
Percentage of teaching vacancies that have been filled
three months prior to the start of the school year.
The district provides a rubric to evaluate teachers that
The district tracks its teacher candidate sources to ensure
reflects subject-specific practices aligned with college- and
quality and diversity of pipeline.
career-ready standards. 14
Schools have the flexibility to hire teachers whose skills
The expertise
district ensures
its evaluation
and
match that
school
and studentprocess
needs.has a
variety of different measures, including observations of

Qualitative
Qualitative

1

2

Version 2.0

3

SCORING
Qualitative
Low

1
Less than
50%

Medium
Qualitative

2
50% to 80%
Qualitative
Qualitative

High

3
More than
80%

SCORING
Less than
Low
50%

1

Qualitative
50%
to 80%

Medium

Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
2

More than
High
80%

3

Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative

Less than 8

Between 8
and 10
Qualitative
Qualitative

Greater
than 10
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Qualitative

Qualitative
Qualitative

Page 1 of 7

Qualitative
Qualitative

Qualitative
Qualitative

Qualitative
Qualitative

Qualitative

1

2

Less than 45 Between 45
and 90

3

Greater
than 90

Qualitative
Qualitative

Less than
50%

50% to 80%

Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative

More than
80%

Schools have flexibility over professional learning
resources (including discretion in hiring and defining jobs
of coaches and administrators, controlling PL content,
allocating
staff to
PL outside the building,
etc.).
SYSTEM
CONDITIONS
METRICS

SYSTEM CONDITIONS METRICS
Contractual minutes allocated for teacher collaboration
time per week.
The district provides support—including
personnel,
Metric
exemplars, professional learning, and external
resources—to schools for effective teams and
collaboration time.

Question

Teaching

Qualitative

Less than 45 Between 45
SCORING
and 90

Low

1

Qualitative
Medium

2

Greater
than 90

High

3

Professional Learning
Performance
Measurement & Management
Does
districtteacher
ensureevaluation
professional
learning
Is
the the
district's
system
aroundon
theevidence
common,and
cross-district
learning
based
college- and
careerneeds standards?
of teachers?
ready

Does the district ensure teacher professional
learning and/or support at critical career
junctures, including induction, remediation, and
transition to leadership, as well as support for
additional certification in high-need areas?

The district ensures
learningteachers
around the
providesprofessional
a rubric to evaluate
that
common,
cross-district
learning
needs
of
teachers,
and and
it
reflects subject-specific practices aligned with collegeis
grounded instandards.
evidence of student and teacher learning
career-ready
that advance content knowledge and pedagogy.
The district ensures that its evaluation process has a
Difference
betweenmeasures,
annual teacher
daysobservations
and annual of
variety of different
including
student
days.
practice against college- and career-ready standards and
student
outcomes.
The
district
ensures teacher professional learning and/or

support
at critical
career
junctures,
including
induction,
The district
provides
a rubric
to evaluate
teachers
that is
remediation,
andunderstand.
transition to leadership, as well as
easy to use and
support for additional certification in high-need areas.
Core teachers are evaluated against the same standards
at least annually.
The district offers additional teacher professional learning
The districtand/or
ensures
that school
leaders
other teacher
Is the teacher evaluation system anchored in
resources
support
at schools
withand
a high
evaluators have
easyoraccess
to teaching
effectiveness
evidence of student learning, and does it inform concentration
of new
struggling
teachers.
all other aspects of the human capital system? factors as well as contextual factors (e.g., teaching load,
The
district
ensures that
learningto issupport
jobDoes the district ensure that teachers receive
course
assignment,
and professional
student measures)
embedded
with expert support to improve instruction.
high-quality, growth-oriented, job-embedded
decision-making.
Question
Metric
professional learning
that supports school and
School leaders use evaluation measures to support and
individual needs?
develop all teachers, while retaining and promoting strong
Teaching
The
district ensures that schools have multiyear
performers.
professional learning plans that are based on specific staff
Career Path and Compensation
and school needs.
The district
leverages
the whole
proposition
Does the district leverage the whole value
Schools
have
the flexibility
to varyvalue
teacher
teams, to
attract
top
teacher
talent.
proposition to attract and retain top teacher
assignments, and schedules, and the data support
talent?
needed to provide time for collaboration and match

Qualitative
Qualitative

Less than 8

Monday, January 8, 2018

Contractual minutes allocated for teacher collaboration
time
per week.
Percentage
of maximum salary that teachers can earn by

yeardistrict
10. provides support—including personnel,
The
exemplars, professional learning, and external
resources—to
effective teams
Percent of totalschools
teacherforcompensation
thatand
is benefits.
collaboration time.
Performance Measurement & Management
Is the district's teacher evaluation system
based on evidence and college- and careerready standards?
Does the district use its compensation system
and career paths to leverage effective teachers
to take on additional responsibilities and extend
their reach to students or colleagues?

The district provides a rubric to evaluate teachers that
reflects subject-specific practices aligned with college- and
career-ready standards.
Effective teachers receive differential compensation for
The
district
ensures that
its evaluation
process
has a
taking
on additional
responsibilities,
more
challenging
variety
of different
measures,
observations
assignments,
and/or
teachingincluding
in a subject
or specialtyof
practice
against
and career-ready
standards and
where the
marketcollegecommands
a higher salary.
student outcomes.
District compensation structure and career paths provide
The
district provides
a rubric
evaluate
teachers
that is
opportunities
for teachers
to to
pursue
multiple
leadership
easy
paths.to use and understand.

Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
SCORING

Low

Medium

High

1

2
Qualitative

3

The
district ensures
that
school
leaders
and other
teacher
Percentage
of annual
total
spend
on teacher
salary
tied to
evaluators
have easy access
to teaching
effectiveness
increased responsibility,
assignment
or performance.

Qualitative

Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Less than
Between 0.8
0.8
and 0.9 or
greater than
1.1 45
Less than 45 Between
and
90
Less than
Between
50%
50% and
Qualitative
75%

Less than
10% or
Greater than
40%

Between
10% and
15% or
between
Qualitative
25% and
40%

Page 2 of 7
Between
0.9 and 1.1
Greater
than than
90
More
75%

Between
15% and
25%

Qualitative
Qualitative

Qualitative
Qualitative

Core
teachers
are evaluated
againstfor
thecompensation
same standards
Ineffective
teachers
are not eligible
at
least annually.
increases.
15
Is the teacher evaluation system anchored in
evidence of student learning, and does it inform

Greater
than 10

Qualitative
Qualitative

SYSTEM CONDITIONS METRICS

resources
to student
needs. with surrounding districts
Teacher salary
is competitive
and
other
local
job
opportunities.
Schools have flexibility over professional learning
resources
discretionwith
in hiring
and experience
defining jobs
Ratio of a (including
salary for teachers
10 years
of
coaches
and degree
administrators,
controlling
PL content,
and
a master's
to surrounding
districts'
average
allocating
salary. staff to PL outside the building, etc.).

Qualitative
Between 8
and 10

Qualitative
Qualitative

Less than
5%

Qualitative
Between
5%
to 15%

More than
15%

1.1
Percentage of maximum salary that teachers can earn by
year 10.

SYSTEM CONDITIONS METRICS
SYSTEM
CONDITIONS METRICS
Percent of total teacher compensation that is benefits.

Question

Metric

Teaching

Does the district ensure that teachers receive
high-quality,
growth-oriented, job-embedded
Hiring
and Assignment
professional learning that supports school and
Do districtneeds?
policies encourage the most
individual
effective leaders to work in the highest-need
schools?

Does the hiring timeline allow for schools to
attract high-quality school leaders?
Professional Learning
Does the district provide school leaders and
other instructional experts with significant
support and training throughout the school
year?

Less than
10% or
Greater than
Low
40%

1

Effective teachers receive differential compensation for
Does the district
use its compensation system
Professional
Learning
and career paths to leverage effective teachers taking on additional responsibilities, more challenging
district ensures
the
Does
ensure
professionaland
learning
assignments,
and/orprofessional
teaching in alearning
subject around
or specialty
to takethe
ondistrict
additional
responsibilities
extend The
common,
cross-district
learning
needs
of
teachers,
and it
around
the
common,
cross-district
learning
where
the
market
commands
a
higher
salary.
their reach to students or colleagues?
is grounded in evidence of student and teacher learning
needs of teachers?
District
compensation
structure and
paths provide
that
advance
content knowledge
andcareer
pedagogy.
opportunities for teachers to pursue multiple leadership
Difference
between annual teacher days and annual
paths.
student days.
Ineffective teachers are not eligible for compensation
The
district ensures teacher professional learning and/or
Does the district ensure teacher professional
increases.
support at critical career junctures, including induction,
learning and/or support at critical career
Percentage ofand
annual
total spend
on teacher
salary
transition
to leadership,
as well
as tied to
junctures, including induction, remediation, and remediation,
increased
assignment
or performance.
support
forresponsibility,
additional certification
in high-need
areas.
transition to leadership, as well as support for
additional certification in high-need areas?
Ratio of percent of teacher leadership positions
(academic)
held byadditional
teachersteacher
rated less
than effective
to
The
district offers
professional
learning
percent of and/or
teachers
who are
rated less
than
effective.
resources
support
at schools
with
a high
concentration of new or struggling teachers.

Leadership

Less than
50%

The district ensures that professional learning is jobembedded with expert support to improve instruction.

Effective school leaders receive differential compensation
for taking on additional responsibilities or more challenging
The
district ensures that schools have multiyear
assignments.
professional learning plans that are based on specific staff
District
policies
encourage the most effective school
and
school
needs.
leaders to work in the highest-need schools.
Schools have the flexibility to vary teacher teams,
Percentage ofand
school
leader vacancies
thatsupport
have been
assignments,
schedules,
and the data
filled
three
months
prior
to
the
start
of
the
school
year.
needed to provide time for collaboration and match
resources to student needs.

Between
50% and
75%

More than
75%

Between
15% or

Between
15% and
25%

25% and
40%
2

3

SCORING
10% and
Medium
between

Qualitative
Qualitative

Qualitative
Less than 8

Between 8
and 10
Qualitative
Qualitative

Greater
than 10

Less than
5%

Between 5%
to 15%

More than
15%

Greater than
3

Between 3
and 1.5
Qualitative

Less than
1.5

1

2

Qualitative

Qualitative

Qualitative
Less than
50%

Schools have flexibility over professional learning
The district(including
ensures intensive
leadership
training
resources
discretionschool
in hiring
and defining
jobs
matched
to
developmental
needs
throughout
a
career.
of coaches and administrators, controlling PL content,
allocating staff to PL outside the building, etc.).

Qualitative
50% to 80%

More than
80%

Qualitative
Qualitative

Performance Measurement & Management
Is the district's teacher evaluation system
based on evidence and college- and careerready standards?

The
district provides
rubric to
evaluateprofessional
teachers that
Instructional
experts aengage
in regular
reflects
subject-specific
practices
aligned
collegelearning through a combination of full-daywith
sessions
andand
career-ready
standards. coaching sessions.
individual or small-group

Qualitative

Qualitative

Monday, January 8, 2018

The district ensures that its evaluation process has a
variety of different measures, including observations of
practice against college- and career-ready standards and
student outcomes.

The district provides a rubric to evaluate teachers that is
easy to use and understand.

Qualitative

Core teachers are evaluated against the same standards
at least annually.

Qualitative

The district ensures that school leaders and other teacher
evaluators have easy access to teaching effectiveness

Qualitative

16

3

Qualitative

Contractual minutes allocated for teacher collaboration
The district
strategically identifies potential school leaders
time
per week.
and offers professional learning and support to create
The
districttoprovides
support—including personnel,
pathways
leadership.
exemplars, professional learning, and external
The district provides
high-quality
professional
resources—to
schools
for effective
teams andlearning to
school
leaders
and
instructional
experts
to build capacity
collaboration time.
to support rigorous, college- and career-ready standardsaligned instruction.

Is the teacher evaluation system anchored in
evidence of student learning, and does it inform

High

Less than 45

Between 45
Qualitative
and 90

Greater
than 90

Qualitative

Qualitative
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SYSTEM
CONDITIONS METRICS
SYSTEM
CONDITIONS
METRICS
SCORING
Question

Metric

Leadership

Low

Medium

High

1

2

3

Performance Measurement & Management
Does the district use a clear and rigorous,
standards-based school leader evaluation
system?

The district evaluates school leaders on clear practice
standards defining good leadership that reflect current
research and evidence on practices that improve teaching
effectiveness and student learning.

Qualitative

Is the district’s principal evaluation data and
process used to support compensation
decisions, hiring, development, and
assignment?

The district uses evaluations to determine compensation
and/or new job responsibilities as well as appropriate
levels of training and support.

Qualitative

School leader evaluators are supported and held
accountable for timely, accurate, and rigorous evaluations
to support school leaders in improving practice.

Qualitative

Career Path and Compensation
Does the district leverage the whole value
proposition to attract top school leader talent?

Percentage of teachers earning greater than 75% of
average principal compensation.

More than
25%

10% to 25%

The district leverages the whole value proposition to
attract top talent for principals.

Qualitative

The district ensures that school leaders' jobs are
structured to be sustainable and stable through principal
support and distributed leadership models.

Qualitative

Ineffective school leaders are not eligible for
compensation increases.

Qualitative

School Support

1

2

Integrated Planning Process
Is data integrated using a system that is easy
for administrators, teachers, and central office
staff to access and use?

The district provides timely, useful data on student
performance and school resource use (e.g., staffing,
scheduling, student grouping) to inform strategic planning
and resource allocation.

Qualitative

Does the school and district planning process
and calendar allow a logical and integrated flow
of all critical steps, from visioning to strategy to
resource planning?

The school planning process and calendar allow a logical
and integrated flow from planning, scheduling, and
budgeting to hiring and staffing.

Qualitative

The annual planning process is integrated across the
district and school, and it includes needs assessment;
priority setting; strategy development; resource allocation
through budgeting, staffing, and scheduling; and progress
monitoring.

Qualitative

17

Less than
10%

3

SYSTEMCONDITIONS
CONDITIONS METRICS
SYSTEM
METRICS
SCORING
Question

Metric

School Support

Low

Medium

High

1

2

3

Differentiated Support & Accountability
Do school calendars and schedules provide
adequate time and flexibility to meet student
needs (or support strategic school designs)?

Annual student hours.

Less than
1150

Schools have the flexibility to make schedule changes
without a contract renegotiation or a full faculty vote.
Annual student hours for schools ranked in the lowest
state performance category.

Are there clear performance targets for which
schools and school leaders are held
accountable?

Between
1150 and
1276
Qualitative

Less than
1150

Between
1150 and
1450

The district has an effective method—one that is
integrated into the school planning process—for
evaluating whether school practices reflect a clear
understanding of student needs and of the skills and
capacity of school-based staff.

Qualitative

The district ensures that schools have clear targets for
performance and effective resource use.

Qualitative

The district establishes and upholds expectations that
school support, autonomy, or personnel will change based
on performance against targets.

Qualitative

The district establishes high accountability standards for
student outcomes at all schools regardless of governance
structures.

Qualitative

Schools have learning and performance goals that are
widely known and understood by school faculty and staff

Qualitative

Funding & Portfolio

Greater
than 1276

1

2

Greater
than 1450

3

Equity

Are the district's staffing and funding systems
designed to consistently provide additional
resources to students with greater learning
needs?

The district tracks total expenditures for each school and
ensures that resources are allocated equitably across
schools, adjusting for student and school needs.

Qualitative

The district's staffing and funding system is designed to
provide additional resources to students with greater
learning needs.

Qualitative

Transparency
Do school budgets provide a clear picture of
how and where resources are allocated?

Percentage of total district operating expenses reported
on school budgets.

Less than
60%

60% to 75%

The district presents school budgets internally and
externally in a format that is easy to understand and
compare across schools and that includes all funding
sources.

Qualitative

The funding formulas that govern the staff and resources
that each school gets are widely shared and understood.

Qualitative

Schools have flexibility over how they spend their budget,
including class size and staffing ratios, and can swap staff
positions or exchange positions for dollars.

Qualitative

Do principals at small (<350) schools have the flexibility to
maximize their use of resources?

Qualitative

Flexibility
Do schools have the flexibility to vary resource
use based on student, teacher, and school
needs?

18

More than
75%

Transparency
Do school budgets provide a clear picture of
how and where resources are allocated?

Percentage of total district operating expenses reported
SYSTEM
on school
budgets.CONDITIONS METRICS

SYSTEM
CONDITIONS METRICS
The district presents school budgets internally and
externally in a format that is easy to understand and
compare across schools and that includes all funding
Metric
sources.

Question

Funding & Portfolio
Utilization & Efficiency
Flexibility

The funding formulas that govern the staff and resources
that each school gets are widely shared and understood.

SYSTEM CONDITIONS METRICS

The district’s
the
Does
the district
a clear and
cost-effective
haveportfolio
flexibilitydecisions
over howproactively
they spendbalance
their budget,
Do
schools
have have
the flexibility
to vary
resource Schools
number ofclass
seatssize
by deliberately
or reducing
thestaff
planbased
for staffing
small (<350)
andand
under-filled
including
and staffing adding
ratios, and
can swap
use
on student,
teacher,
school
Question
Metric
number oforseats
at schools
as needed.
schools?
positions
exchange
positions
for dollars.
needs?

Funding & Portfolio
Utilization & Efficiency
Does the district have a clear and cost-effective
plan for staffing small (<350) and under-filled
schools?
Does the district make (or plan to make, if
enrollment is changing) full use of existing
facilities? Does the district have small schools
either due to not using existing facilities or
small buildings?
Governance & Programming
Monday, January 8, 2018
Has the district aligned programs, grade
Does the district make (or plan to make, if
configurations, and school size across school
enrollment is changing) full use of existing
levels so that students who move through a
facilities? Does the district have small schools
specific feeder pattern or choice area
either
due tocontinuity
not usingofexisting
facilities
or
experience
programs
across
small
schoolbuildings?
levels?
Governance & Programming

Has the district aligned programs, grade
configurations, and school size across school
levels so that students who move through a
specific feeder pattern or choice area
experience continuity of programs across
school levels?

Ratio
of per-pupil
funding
at schools
average
Do
principals
at small
(<350)
schoolswith
haveanthe
flexibility to
grade sizetheir
lessuse
thanof45resources?
(in elementary schools) or less
maximize
than 125 (in secondary schools) or total enrollment less
than 350 students to the district average.
The district’s portfolio decisions proactively balance the
Percentage
of schools
with an average
grade
size less
number
of seats
by deliberately
adding or
reducing
the
than
45
(in
elementary
schools)
and
less
than
125 (in
number of seats at schools as needed.
secondary schools) or a total school enrollment less than
350 students.
Ratio
of per-pupil funding at schools with an average
grade size less than 45 (in elementary schools) or less
Percentage of schools operating at less than 85% student
than 125 (in secondary schools) or total enrollment less
capacity.
than 350 students to the district average.

Percentage of schools with an average grade size less
than 45 (in elementary schools) and less than 125 (in
secondary schools) or a total school enrollment less than
350 students.
The district has deliberately created a portfolio of school
Percentage of schools operating at less than 85% student
governance types and decision models (e.g., charter,
capacity.
autonomy) to reflect district capacity and in response to
specific student needs.

Less than
60%

Is there equitable access to high-quality
programs and innovative designs for students
of all racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic
backgrounds?

Qualitative

Low

1

Choice & Assignment
Is there equitable access to high-quality
programs and innovative designs for students
of all racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic
backgrounds?

Medium
Qualitative

2

Low
Greater than
11.2

More than
20%

Medium
Between
Qualitative
2 1.2
and 1.05

Qualitative
10% to 20%

3

High
Less than
3
1.05

Less than
10%

Greater than
1.2
More than
50%

Between 1.2
and 1.05
50% to 20%

Less than
1.05
Less than
20%

More than
20%

10% to 20%

Less than
10%
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More than
50%

Qualitative
50% to 20%

Qualitative
Qualitative

The
district
has deliberately
a portfolio
of school
School
opening
and closing created
decisions
support long-term
program
offerings (e.g., magnet, academy, specialized
portfolio goals.
programming, themed schools) to meet the needs of the
Free andinreduced-price
students
the district. lunch (FRL) students that are in
PreK as a percentage of those in kindergarten.
The district has deliberately created a portfolio of school
grade levels and sizes to meet the needs of the students
in
the district.
Students
requiring specialized programming (e.g., gifted,
ELL,
SPED,
etc.)and
areclosing
assigned
to schools
in a long-term
way that
School opening
decisions
support
balancesgoals.
cost, quality, and equity concerns.
portfolio

Qualitative

High-quality school options exist across the school
Students
requiring
specialized
programming
(e.g.,all
gifted,
portfolio, and
student
assignment
policies enable
19 to schools
ELL,
SPED,
etc.) equitable
are assigned
a way that
students
to have
access
to theseinoptions.
balances cost, quality, and equity concerns.

High

SCORING
Qualitative

The district calculates the cost of different school types
and district
has a clear
plan for staffing
smalla portfolio
and specialty
The
has deliberately
created
of school
schools to balance
access
and program
needscharter,
with cost
governance
types and
decision
models (e.g.,
effectiveness.
autonomy) to reflect district capacity and in response to
specific
student
needs.
The district
has deliberately
created a portfolio of school
program offerings (e.g., magnet, academy, specialized
programming, themed schools) to meet the needs of the
students
in calculates
the district.the cost of different school types
The
district

Free and reduced-price lunch (FRL) students that are in
Student
into account student
PreK
as assignment
a percentagestrategy
of thosetakes
in kindergarten.
demographics.

More than
75%

SCORING

Less than
20%

Qualitative

Qualitative
Qualitative

and
a clear
for staffing
smalla and
specialty
The has
district
has plan
deliberately
created
portfolio
of school
schools
to balance
access
and the
program
cost
grade levels
and sizes
to meet
needsneeds
of thewith
students
effectiveness.
in the district.

Choice & Assignment

60% to 75%

Less than
30%

30% to 75%

Qualitative

More than
75%

Qualitative

Qualitative
Less than
30%

30% to 75%
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative

More than
75%

effectiveness.
The district has deliberately created a portfolio of school
program offerings (e.g., magnet, academy, specialized
programming,
schools) to meet
the needs of the
SYSTEMthemed
CONDITIONS
METRICS
students in the district.

Qualitative

Qualitative
SCORING

Question

The district has deliberately created a portfolio of school
grade levels and sizes to meet the needs of the students
in the district.
Metric

Low

Funding & Portfolio

School opening and closing decisions support long-term
portfolio goals.

1

Free and reduced-price lunch (FRL) students that are in
PreK as a percentage of those in kindergarten.

SYSTEM CONDITIONS METRICS

Utilization & Efficiency
Does the district have a clear and cost-effective

Choice
Assignment
plan for &staffing
small (<350) and under-filled
schools?

The district’s portfolio decisions proactively balance the
number of seats by deliberately adding or reducing the
number of seats at schools as needed.

Students requiring specialized programming (e.g., gifted,

Is there equitable access to high-quality
programs and innovative designs for students
of all racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic
backgrounds?

Ratio
of per-pupil
funding
at schools
with an
ELL, SPED,
etc.) are
assigned
to schools
in average
a way that
grade
sizecost,
lessquality,
than 45and
(in elementary
schools) or less
balances
equity concerns.
than 125 (in secondary schools) or total enrollment less
than 350 students to the district average.

Student assignment strategy takes into account student
SYSTEM
METRICS
Percentage
ofCONDITIONS
schools with an average grade
size less
demographics.

Question

Does the district make (or plan to make, if
enrollment is changing) full use of existing
Community
facilities? Does theEngagement
district have small schools
either due to not using existing facilities or
Community Resources
small buildings?

Does the district
partner with or support
Governance
& Programming

schools in partnering with community or
Has the district
aligned programs, grade
alternative
providers?

configurations, and school size across school
levels so that students who move through a
specific feeder pattern or choice area
experience continuity of programs across
school levels?

Monday, January 8, 2018

than 45 (in elementary schools) and less than 125 (in
secondary
or a totalexist
school
enrollment
less than
High-qualityschools)
school options
across
the school
350
students.
portfolio,
and student assignment policies enable all

Metric

students to have
equitable
accessattoless
these
Percentage
of schools
operating
thanoptions.
85% student
capacity.

Medium
Qualitative

High

Less than
30%

30% to 75%

More than
75%

Greater than
1.2

Between 1.2
and 1.05

More than
20%

10% to 20%

Low

More than
50%

1

The district partners—or supports schools in
partnering—with community providers to offer enrichment
The
districtservices
has deliberately
created
portfolio
of school
and social
support in
a wayathat
best meets
the
governance
and decision models (e.g., charter,
needs of thetypes
district.

Does the district encourage and support
schools to partner with parents around meeting
student &learning
goals?
Choice
Assignment

Qualitative

Qualitative

Qualitative

SCORING
Qualitative
Medium

50% to 20%

2

Qualitative

with district
community
or alternativecreated
providers
to offerof school
The
has deliberately
a portfolio
professional
learning,
academic
support,
orspecialized
other services
program offerings (e.g., magnet, academy,
in a way that best
meets
the needs
of thethedistrict.
programming,
themed
schools)
to meet
needs of the
students in the district.

Qualitative

and partners,
asdeliberately
appropriate,created
to provide
non-core
The
district has
a portfolio
of school
instruction,
support,
grade
levelsenrichment,
and sizes tosocial
meetservices
the needs
of the students
in
the district.services, academic support, or other services.
professional

Qualitative

School opening and closing decisions support long-term
portfolio goals.

Qualitative

3
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Qualitative

Less than
30%

30%
to 75%
Qualitative

Qualitative

Qualitative

Student assignment strategy takes into account student
demographics.

Qualitative

High-quality school options exist across the school
portfolio, and student assignment policies enable all
students to have equitable access to these options.

Qualitative

20

High

Less than
20%

Qualitative

schools to balance access and program needs with cost
effectiveness.
The district partners, or supports schools in partnering,

Students requiring specialized programming (e.g., gifted,
ELL, SPED, etc.) are assigned to schools in a way that
programs and innovative designs for students
The district
engages
local
community
around strategic
Does
the district
engage
with the local
balances
cost,
quality,the
and
equity
concerns.
of all racial,
ethnic,
and socioeconomic
community
around strategic resource planning? resource use planning.
backgrounds?

Less than
10%

Qualitative

partnering—with community or alternative providers to
offer non-core instruction in a way that best meets the
needs of the district (e.g., using partners to teach art or
The district calculates the cost of different school types
gym, using classroom assistants or paraprofessionals to
and has a clear plan for staffing small and specialty
supervise time using technology).

Stakeholder
Engagement
Is there equitable
access to high-quality

Less than
1.05

Qualitative

autonomy) to reflect district capacity and in response to
The district
partners—or
specific
student
needs. supports schools in

Free
and reduced-price
(FRL) students
are in
The district
encourages lunch
and supports
schools that
to partner
PreK
as
a
percentage
of
those
in
kindergarten.
with parents around meeting student learning goals.

3

Qualitative

Schools have the flexibility to use a variety of individuals

Family Engagement

2

More than
75%

SYSTEM CONDITIONS METRICS

Practice and
Resource Use Metrics

21

Version 2.0

PRACTICE AND RESOURCE USE METRICS

PRACTICE AND RESOURCE USE METRICS
SCORING
Question

Metric

Teaching

Low

Medium

High

1

2

3

Hiring and Assignment
Do district recruiting practices result in a pool of
high-quality candidates?

Do high-need schools have an equal or higher
concentration of effective teachers?

Does the hiring process result in high-quality
teacher hires?

District recruiting practices result in a pool of high-quality
candidates.

Qualitative

Teacher vacancies are filled by mutual consent, as
opposed to forced placement.

Qualitative

The district pre-screens a pool of high-quality applicants
from which principals can hire.

Qualitative

Percentage point difference between percent novice
teachers in the highest-poverty school quartile and
percent novice teachers in the lowest-poverty school
quartile.

Greater than
2.5%

Between
2.5% and 2.5%

Less than 2.5%

Percentage point difference between percent highly
effective teachers in the highest-poverty school quartile
and percent highly effective teachers in the lowest-poverty
school quartile.

Less than 2.5%

Between 2.5% and
2.5%

Greater
than 2.5%

Ratio of teachers-to-instructional experts (teacher-leaders
and coaches) in the lowest math and ELA performance
school quartile

Greater than
12

Between 12
and 8

Less than 8

Less than
0.8

Between 0.8
and 0.9

Greater
than 0.9

Average rating of novice teachers relative to average
rating of non-novice teachers.
The hiring process results in high-quality teacher hires.

Professional Learning

Qualitative

Average number of applicants per new hire for a hard-tostaff position (e.g., special education, math, science,
secondary school) within three months of posting.

Less than 5

Between 5
and 10

Greater
than 10

Percentage of schools where the ratio of percent nonwhite teachers to percent non-white students is greater
than 0.7

Less than
50% of
Schools

Between
50% and
75% of
schools

Greater
than 75% of
Schools

Greater than
Low
25

Between 25
Medium
and 15

Less than 15

PRACTICE AND RESOURCE USE METRICS

SCORING

Do principals have aQuestion
manageable span of
review?

Average teacher evaluator load.

Teaching

Principals have a manageable span of review.

1

Qualitative
2

3

Retention rate of the most effective teachers.

Less than
88%

88% to 93%

More than
93%

Metric

High

Performance Measurement & Management
Does the district retain an effective teaching
force and encourage struggling teachers to
leave the system?

Schools consistently retain high-performing teachers and
exit consistently ineffective teachers.
Ratio of the percent of teachers granted tenure who were
rated less than effective to the percent of teachers rated
less than effective.

Are evaluation ratings an accurate assessment
of teacher performance?

Qualitative
Greater than
0.5

Greater than
0 and less
than 0.5

0

Percentage point difference in retention rates between
teachers rated less than effective versus teachers rated
higher than effective.

Greater
than -5%

Between 5% and 10%

Less than 10%

Ratio of the percentage of math and ELA teachers rated
effective or higher to the percentage of students with
growth in math and ELA that is higher than the state

Greater than
3.5

Between 3.5
and 1.5

Less than
1.5

22

Retention rate of the most effective teachers.
Does the district retain an effective teaching
force and encourage struggling teachers to
leave the system?
PRACTICE AND RESOURCE USE METRICS
Schools consistently retain high-performing teachers and
exit consistently ineffective teachers.

Less than
88%

PRACTICE AND RESOURCE USE METRICS

Question

Teaching
Hiring and Assignment
Do district recruiting practices result in a pool of
high-quality candidates?
Are evaluation ratings an accurate assessment
of teacher performance?

Do high-need schools have an equal or higher
concentration of effective teachers?

Does the evaluation system result in the ability
to differentiate teachers?

Does
hiring teacher
processevaluation
result in high-quality
Is thethe
district’s
process and
teacher
hires?
data used
to support hiring, development, and
assignment?

Greater
Low than
0.5

Percentage point difference in retention rates between
teachers rated less than effective versus teachers rated
District recruiting practices result in a pool of high-quality
higher than effective.
candidates.
Ratio of the percentage of math and ELA teachers rated
Teacher
by mutualof consent,
effective vacancies
or higher toarethefilled
percentage
studentsas
with
opposed
to
forced
placement.
growth in math and ELA that is higher than the state
average.
The
district pre-screens a pool of high-quality applicants
from
which ratings
principals
Evaluation
arecan
an hire.
accurate assessment of teacher

Greater
Mediumthan
0 and less
than 0.5

0
High

Greater
than -5%

Between 5% and Qualitative
10%

Less than 10%

Greater than
3.5

Between 3.5
Qualitative
and 1.5

Less than
1.5

1

Greater than
2.5%
Less
than

Percentage
difference
betweenmeasures
percent highly
The district'spoint
teaching
effectiveness
result in the
effective
teachers
in
the
highest-poverty
school quartile
ability to differentiate teachers.
and percent highly effective teachers in the lowest-poverty
school
quartile.
Percentage
of teachers rated below effective.

Less than 2.5%

0.1

School Design
Professional
Learning
Curriculum,
& Assessment
Do
principals Instruction
have a manageable
span of
review?
Are teachers across the district regularly

assessing student progress through formative
and interim assessments, and are they using
data to adjust instruction?
Are instructional materials and instructional
practice consistently rigorous for all students?

Teachers use formative assessments consistently and
frequentlyhave
to assess
their students'
Principals
a manageable
spanprogress
of review.and to refine
their instruction accordingly.

Between
Qualitative2.5% and
2.5%
2.5% to 5%

than 0.25

Greater
than 2.5%

Less than
0.8

Between
0.8
Qualitative
and 0.9

Greater
than 0.9

Less than
Less95%
than 5

Qualitative
Between
Between
95% to 5
and
10
97.5%

More than
Greater
97.5%
than 10

Less than
50% of
Low
Schools

Greater than
25

Qualitative

SCORING
Between
50% and
Medium
75% of
schools

Greater
than 75% of
High
Schools

2

3

Between 25
and 15
Qualitative

Less than 15

Qualitative
Qualitative

Grade-level college- and career-ready standards-based
instruction takes place consistently and with equal rigor
across all schools.

Qualitative

Across all schools, curriculum is consistently aligned with
college- and career-ready standards.

Qualitative

Schools have instructional visions that define expectations
for student learning and effective teaching, include subject23
specific practices, and are informed by rigorous
expectations for excellent teaching.

Less than 2.5%
Greater

Between 12
andto85%
2.5%

Do schools prioritize instructional time for core academic
subjects?

Ratio of percent of students in advanced courses in
highest-poverty school quartile to the percent of students
in advanced courses in the lowest-poverty school quartile.

Do school leaders and teachers share a clearly
articulated instructional vision that defines their
approach to teaching and learning, includes
subject-specific practices, and is informed by
rigorous expectations for excellent teaching?

Qualitative
Between
2.5% and0.1
Between
2.5%
and 0.25

More than
5%
Less than 8
More than
5%

1
Average teacher evaluator load.

3

Less than
2.5%
Greater than
Less12than
2.5%

PRACTICE AND RESOURCE USE METRICS
Question

2

Qualitative

performance.
Percentage
point difference between percent novice
teachers
in the
highest-poverty
quartile
and
Three-year
average
correlation school
between
the single-point,
percent
novice
teachers
in
the
lowest-poverty
school
observation-based composite score for each teacher and
quartile.
the most reliable objective measure (e.g., value-add).

Average
rating ofand
novice
relative
to averageand
School leaders
otherteachers
evaluators
are supported
rating
of non-novice
held accountable
forteachers.
timely, accurate, and rigorous
evaluations to support teachers in improving practice.
The hiring process results in high-quality teacher hires.
Percentage of core teachers who have been evaluated.
Average number of applicants per new hire for a hard-tostaff position (e.g., special education, math, science,
secondary school) within three months of posting.
Core subject teachers are evaluated against the same
Percentage
of schools
where
the ratio
percentteachers
nonstandards more
than once
a year.
Coreofsubject
white
teachers
percentsocial
non-white
students
greater
are math,
ELA,toscience,
studies,
and (inis nonthan
0.7
departmentalized
grades) Metric
homeroom teachers.

Qualitative

SCORING

Ratio of the percent of teachers
Metricgranted tenure who were
rated less than effective to the percent of teachers rated
less than effective.

Ratio of teachers-to-instructional experts (teacher-leaders
and
coaches)ofinteachers
the lowest
math
and effective.
ELA performance
Percentage
rated
above
school quartile

88% to 93% Version
More than
2.0
93%

Less than
.75

Between .75
and .9

Qualitative

Greater
than .9

assessing student progress through formative
and interim assessments, and are they using
data to adjust instruction?

frequently to assess their students' progress and to refine
their instruction accordingly.

Do schools prioritize
time USE
for coreMETRICS
academic
Are instructional materials and instructional
PRACTICE
AND instructional
RESOURCE
subjects?
practice consistently rigorous for all students?

PRACTICE AND RESOURCE USE METRICS

Qualitative

Grade-level college- and career-ready standards-based
instruction takes place consistently and with equal rigor
Metric
across all schools.

SCORING
Qualitative
Low

Across all schools, curriculum is consistently aligned with
college- and career-ready standards.

1

Qualitative

3

Less than
.75

Between .75
and .9
Qualitative

Greater
than .9

Question

School Design
Curriculum, Instruction & Assessment

Ratio of percent of students in advanced courses in
highest-poverty school quartile to the percent of students
Teachers use formative assessments consistently and
Are teachers across the district regularly
in advanced courses in the lowest-poverty school quartile.
frequently to assess their students' progress and to refine
assessing student progress through formative
instruction
accordingly.visions that define expectations
and
assessments,
and areshare
they using
Schools
have instructional
Do interim
school leaders
and teachers
a clearly their
data
to adjust
instruction?
articulated
instructional
vision that defines their for student learning and effective teaching, include subjectspecific practices, and are informed by rigorous
approach to teaching and learning, includes
Do
schools prioritize
instructional
time for core academic
Are
instructional practices,
materials and
expectations
for excellent
teaching.
subject-specific
and instructional
is informed by
subjects?
practice
consistently
rigorous
for
all
students?
rigorous expectations for excellent teaching?
Grade-level college- and career-ready standards-based
instruction takes place consistently and with equal rigor
Expert-Led Collaboration & Professional Learning
across all schools.
Are schools implementing professional learning Schools offer professional learning to address common
Across all schools, curriculum is consistently aligned with
learning needs of teachers surrounding specific content as
around common learning needs to teachers
college- and career-ready standards.
well as pedagogy.
that focus on specific content as well as
pedagogy?
Ratio of percent of students in advanced courses in
highest-poverty school quartile to the percent of students
Teachers in core subjects (math, ELA, science, social
Are teachers receiving growth-oriented
in advanced courses in the lowest-poverty school quartile.
studies, world language) have an individualized growth
feedback and sustained coaching to improve
buildsinstructional
on their strengths
their
instruction?
Schools
visions and
that addresses
define expectations
Do school leaders and teachers share a clearly plan thathave
weaknesses
along both
content and
pedagogy.
student learning
and effective
teaching,
include subjectarticulated instructional vision that defines their for
specific practices, and are informed by rigorous
approach to teaching and learning, includes
Ratio of the percent of teachers that improved their
expectations for excellent teaching.
subject-specific practices, and is informed by
teaching practice based on their observation score to the
rigorous expectations for excellent teaching?
percent of teachers that maintained or declined in
teaching performance.
Expert-Led Collaboration & Professional Learning
Core teachers receive regular cycles of observation and
actionable
feedback
(at least
12 total
annually)
with
offer
professional
learning
to hours
address
common
Are schools implementing professional learning Schools
a content-specific
expert. surrounding specific content as
learning
needs of teachers
around common learning needs to teachers
assecondary
pedagogy.level, the percentage of teaching teams
that
on specific
content
as well asteams for well
At the
Are focus
teachers
organized
into balanced
pedagogy?
(sharing the same content area) that have at least one
the purpose of deepening understanding of

standards
andreceiving
planninggrowth-oriented
and improving
Are
teachers
instruction?
feedback and sustained coaching to improve
instruction?
Do teachers have sufficient time scheduled for
collaborative work and professional learning?

Is teacher professional learning time used
effectively?

highly effective
Teachers
in coreteacher.
subjects (math, ELA, science, social
studies, world language) have an individualized growth
plan
that builds
their 90
strengths
addresses
their
Teachers
have on
at least
minutesand
a week
of collaborative
weaknesses
along
both contentofand
pedagogy.
time to deepen
understanding
collegeand careerreadyofstandards
andofimprove
instructional
practice
Ratio
the percent
teachers
that improved
their within
a
team.
teaching practice based on their observation score to the
percent
of teachers
that effective
maintained
or declined
in
Do teacher
teams have
practices
and protocols
teaching
performance.
to adjust instruction and improve practice?

Core teachers receive regular cycles of observation and
School leaders and teachers are trained and proficient in
actionable feedback (at least 12 total hours annually) with
using data to inform school improvement and classroom
a content-specific expert.
practice.
the secondary level, the percentage of teaching teams
Are teachers organized into balanced teams for At
How regularly do teacher teams receive support from an
Is professional learning supported by qualified
(sharing the same content area) that have at least one
the
purpose
of
deepening
understanding
of
instructional expert (administrator, coach, teacher leader)
and school-based content experts?
highly
standards and planning and improving
who iseffective
equippedteacher.
to deepen understanding of college- and
instruction?
career-ready standards and use data to plan and improve

Medium

2

High

Qualitative
Qualitative

Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative

Less than
.75

Between .75
and .9
Qualitative

Greater
than .9

Qualitative
Less than 1

Between 1
and 1.25

Greater
than 1.25

Qualitative
Qualitative
Less than
50%

50% to 80%

More than
80%

Qualitative
Qualitative

Less than 1

Between 1
and 1.25

Greater
than 1.25

Qualitative

Qualitative
Qualitative
Less than
50%

50% to 80%
Qualitative

Do teachers have sufficient time scheduled for
collaborative work and professional learning?

instruction?
Teachers
have at least 90 minutes a week of collaborative
time
to
deepen
understanding
of collegeand careerRatio of teachers
to teacher leaders
and coaches
ready standards and improve instructional practice within
a team.

Is teacher professional learning time used
effectively?

Do teacher teams have effective practices and protocols
to adjust instruction and improve practice?

Qualitative
Qualitative
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School leaders and teachers
24are trained and proficient in
using data to inform school improvement and classroom
practice.

More than
80%

Qualitative
Greater than
18

Between 18
and 12

Less than 12
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PRACTICE
ANDRESOURCE
RESOURCE USEUSE
METRICS
PRACTICE
AND
METRICS
SCORING
Question

Metric

School Design

Low

Medium

High

1

2

3

Talent Management and Teacher Leadership
At the secondary level, percentage of schools with novice
Do schools assign teachers to differentiated
roles that increase the impact of highly effective teachers that offer lower loads for novice math teachers
teachers and enable additional support for new versus experienced math teachers.
and struggling teachers?

Less than
25%

25% to 75%

More than
75%

At the secondary level, percentage of schools with novice
teachers that offer lower loads for novice ELA teachers
versus experienced ELA teachers.

Less than
25%

25% to 75%

More than
75%

At the secondary level, percentage of schools with
ineffective teachers that offer lower loads for ineffective
teachers versus effective teachers.

Less than
25%

25% to 75%

More than
75%

Do novice math teachers have lower teaching loads than
experienced math teachers?
Do schools assign the most effective teachers
to highest-priority areas?

Qualitative

Ratio of students below proficient in ELA with a highly
effective ELA teacher to students proficient in ELA with a
highly effective ELA teacher.

Less than
0.95

Between
0.95 and 1.1

Greater
than 1.1

Ratio of students below-proficient in math with a highly
effective math teacher to students proficient in math with a
highly effective math teacher.

Less than
0.95

Between
0.95 and 1.1

Greater
than 1.1

PRACTICE AND RESOURCE USE METRICS
Question

School Design

Schools consistently assign the most effective teachers to
the highest-priority areas.

Metric

SCORING
Qualitative
Low

Medium

High

Ratio of the percent of 9th grade ELA/math teachers that
are highly effective to the percent of 12th grade ELA/math
teachers that are highly effective.

Less than
0.95

Between
0.95 and 1.1

Greater
than 1.1

Ratio of below-proficient student 9th grade ELA class size
to proficient student 9th grade ELA class size.

Greater than
1

Between 1
and 0.8

Less than
0.8

Ratio of below-proficient student 9th grade math class size
to proficient student 9th grade math class size.

Greater than
1

Between 1
and 0.8

Less than
0.8

1

2

3

Personalized Time and Attention
Have schools made cost-effective investments
in group size as a lever for individual attention?

Average elementary school class size.

Qualitative

Do schools vary class size as a way of targeting individual
attention?

Qualitative

Do schools vary teacher load as a way of targeting
individual attention?

Qualitative

Ratio of average 9th grade ELA/math class size to
average 12th grade non-core (exclude PE).
Are master schedules aligned to ensure
sufficient time for content mastery for all
students?

Greater than
0.9

Between 0.9
and 0.6

Less than
0.6

At the secondary level, annual student hours spent in core
academic subjects.

Less than
775

Between
775 and 950
or greater
than 1100

Between
950 and
1100

At the secondary level, percentage of below-proficient
students with greater-than-the-minimum recommended
time in math (18% of day).

Less than
50%

50% to 80%

More than
80%

At the secondary level, percentage of below-proficient
students with greater-than-the-minimum recommended
25
average time in ELA (18% of day).

Less than
50%

50% to 80%

More than
80%

Do below-proficient students get additional time in math

Qualitative

Do schools vary teacher load as a way of targeting
individual attention?

Qualitative

PRACTICE
RESOURCE
USE
Ratio of AND
averageAND
9th
grade
ELA/math class
sizeMETRICS
to METRICS
Greater than
PRACTICE
RESOURCE
USE
average 12th grade non-core (exclude PE).
0.9
Are master schedules aligned to ensure
sufficient time for content
mastery for all
Question
students?

At the secondary level, annual student hours spent in core
academic subjects.

Metric

School Design

Less than
775

Low

1

Personalized Time and Attention
Have schools made cost-effective investments
in group size as a lever for individual attention?

Do schools support students with disabilities
and English language learners (ELL) in a
general education setting where possible?

Are master schedules aligned to ensure
sufficient time for content mastery for all
students?

At the secondary level, percentage of below-proficient
students with greater-than-the-minimum recommended
Ratioinofmath
below-proficient
time
(18% of day).student 9th grade ELA class size
to proficient student 9th grade ELA class size.
At the secondary level, percentage of below-proficient
Ratio of below-proficient
student 9th grade
math class size
students
with greater-than-the-minimum
recommended
to proficient
grade
math class size.
average
timestudent
in ELA 9th
(18%
of day).

Average
elementarystudents
school class
size.
Do
below-proficient
get additional
time in math
and ELA?
Do schools vary class size as a way of targeting individual
Percentage
attention? of students with an Individualized Education
Plan (IEP).
Do schools vary teacher load as a way of targeting
individual attention?
Do schools support ELL students and students with
Ratio of average
9th grade
ELA/math
classwhere
size to
disabilities
in the general
education
setting
average 12th grade non-core (exclude PE).
possible?
At the secondary
level, annual
studentthehours
spent
core
Percentage
point difference
between
percent
of in
nonacademic
subjects.
white
students
with an IEP and the percent of non-white
students in the district overall.

The district ensures most special education teachers are
dual certified (content area and special population)
At the secondary level, percentage of below-proficient
Across
schools,
special education andrecommended
general
studentsallwith
greater-than-the-minimum
education
teachers
time in math
(18% ofmeet
day).and collaborate regularly about
instruction and students.
Question
Metric of below-proficient
At the secondary level, percentage
Response
to Intervention
or other early intervention
students with
greater-than-the-minimum
recommended
models
are
used
to address
individual
learning needs and
average
time
in
ELA
(18%
of
day).
School Design
reduce referrals for students with disabilities.
Do below-proficient students get additional time in math
Responsive Learning Community
and ELA?
Schools
provide access to targeted social and emotional
Do schools ensure targeted, integrated, and
Percentage of students with an Individualized Education
Do schools support students with disabilities
services and programs for students that include a
efficient social and emotional services,
Plan (IEP).
and English language learners (ELL) in a
including a deliberate approach to incorporating feedback loop among classroom teachers, external and
general education setting where possible?
school‐based SEL support providers, and students’
social-emotional competencies into student
families.
learning time?
Do schools support ELL students and students with
disabilities in the general education setting where
Percentage point difference between the percent of nonpossible?
white students that have been suspended and the percent
of
non-white point
students
in the district
overall.
Percentage
difference
between
the percent of nonwhite students with an IEP and the percent of non-white
School faculty participate in professional learning to
students in the district overall.
improve their ability to teach social-emotional learning and
create
trauma-sensitive
learning
The district
ensures most
specialenvironments.
education teachers are
dual certified (content area and special population)
Are students known deeply by adults and other Average 6th grade ELA teacher load (total number of
students
by aspecial
given teacher).
students in their school?
Across alltaught
schools,
education and general
education teachers meet and collaborate regularly about
Average 9th grade ELA teacher load (total number of
instruction and students.
students taught by a given teacher).
Response to Intervention or other early intervention
Average 6th grade math teacher load (total number of
models are used to address individual learning needs and
students taught by a given teacher).
Monday, January 8, 2018
reduce referrals for students with disabilities.
Average 9th grade math teacher load (total number of
students taught by a given teacher).

Less than
50%
Greater than
1
Less than
Greater
50%than
1

Time and staff are allocated to develop, support, and
reinforce schoolwide vision, values,
expectations, and
26
routines.

SCORING
Between

775 and 950
Medium
or greater
than 1100

Less than
0.6
Between
950 and
High
1100

2

3

50% to 80%

More than
80%
Less than
0.8
More than
Less
than
80%
0.8

Between 1
and 0.8
50% to 80%
Between 1
and 0.8
Qualitative
Qualitative

More than
15%

Greater than
0.9
Less than
Greater
than
775
4%

PRACTICE AND RESOURCE USE METRICS
Less than

Are schools building and maintaining an
effective climate and culture based on shared
expectations for values, behaviors, and
routines that best support student learning?

Between 0.9
and 0.6

50%

Lowthan
Less
50%

1

Qualitative
11% to 15%
Qualitative
Qualitative
Between 0.9
and 0.6

Less than
11%

Less than
0.6

Between
Between
1%
775
and
and
4%950
or greater
than 1100
Qualitative

Between
Less
than
950
1%and
1100

50% to 80%
Qualitative

More than
80%

Medium
50% to 80%

Highthan
More
80%

SCORING
Qualitative

2

3

Qualitative
More than
15%

Qualitative
11% to 15%

Less than
11%

Qualitative
Greater than Between 1%
4%
and 4%
Greater than Between 1%
4%
and 4%
Qualitative

Less than
1%
Less than
1%

Qualitative
Greater than
100

Between
100
and 75
Qualitative

Less than 75

Greater than
110

Less than 85

Greater than
110

Between
110 and 85
Qualitative
Between
110 and 85

Greater than
125

Between
125 and 100

Less than
100

Qualitative

Less than 85
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School faculty participate in professional learning to
improve their ability to teach social-emotional learning and
create trauma-sensitive learning environments.

Qualitative

Greater than
PRACTICE AND RESOURCE USE METRICS

Average 6th grade
teacher load (total
of
Are students known deeply by adults and other PRACTICE
ANDELA
RESOURCE
USEnumber
METRICS
students taught by a given teacher).
students in their school?

100

Between
100 and 75

Less than 75

Between

Less than 85

SCORING

Average 9th grade ELA teacher load (total number of
students taught by a givenMetric
teacher).

Greater than
Low
110

School Design

Average 6th grade math teacher load (total number of
students taught by a given teacher).

Greater than
1110

Between
1102and 85

Less than 85

Personalized Time and Attention
Have schools made cost-effective investments
Aregroup
schools
andformaintaining
an
in
sizebuilding
as a lever
individual attention?
effective climate and culture based on shared
expectations for values, behaviors, and
routines that best support student learning?

Average 9th grade math teacher load (total number of
students taught by a given teacher).
Ratio of below-proficient student 9th grade ELA class size
Time
and staff
are allocated
develop,
to
proficient
student
9th gradetoELA
classsupport,
size. and
reinforce schoolwide vision, values, expectations, and
Ratio
of below-proficient student 9th grade math class size
routines.
to proficient student 9th grade math class size.

Greater than
125
Greater than
1

Between
125 and 100
Between 1
Qualitative
and 0.8

Less than
100
Less than
0.8

Greater than
1

Between 1
and 0.8

Less than
0.8

Growth-Oriented Adult Culture

Average elementary school class size.

Qualitative

Do school faculty demonstrate a professional
culture based on trust, commitment, shared
accountability, and shared high standards
around continuous learning of students and
adults?

Across
all schools,
faculty
a professional
Do
schools
vary class
size demonstrate
as a way of targeting
individual
culture that is based on trust, commitment, constructive
attention?
conflict, shared accountability, and collective goals that
Do
schools
vary
as a way
of targeting
enable
adults
to teacher
achieve load
academic
results
with students.
individual attention?

Qualitative

Leadership

Ratio of average 9th grade ELA/math class size to
average 12th grade non-core (exclude PE).

Question

Are master
schedules aligned to ensure
Hiring
and Assignment
sufficient time for content mastery for all
Does the district strategically place its most
students?
effective principals in the highest-need schools?

Does the recruiting and hiring process result in
high-quality school leader hires?

Does the district place strong leaders and
promising
they can
Do
schoolspotential
support leaders
studentswhere
with disabilities
Leadership
haveEnglish
the greatest
impact
and growth?
and
language
learners
(ELL) in a
general education
setting where
possible?
Performance
Measurement
& Management

Does the district retain effective school leaders
and encourage consistently ineffective school
leaders to leave the system?

Are school leader evaluation ratings an
accurate assessment of school leader
performance?
Monday, January 8, 2018

Between 0.9
2 0.6
and

Less than
3
0.6

At the secondary level, annual student hours spent in core
academic subjects.
Percentage point difference between the percent of highly
effective principals in the highest-poverty school quartile
and the percent of highly effective principals in the lowestpoverty school quartile.
At the secondary level, percentage of below-proficient
The recruiting
and hiring process results recommended
in high-quality
students
with greater-than-the-minimum
school
hiresof day).
time
in leader
math (18%

Less than
775
Less than .025

Between
775 and 950
Between
or
greater.0251100
and
than
.025

Between
950 and
Greater
1100
than .025

Less than
50%

50% to 80%
Qualitative

More than
80%

Newly
hired school
leaders
have significant
expertise in
At
the secondary
level,
percentage
of below-proficient

Less than

Qualitative
50%
to 80%

More than
80%

Do below-proficient students get additional time in math
Metric
and ELA?
The district systematically gives effective and promising
school leaders
opportunities
to grow
with challenging
Percentage
of students
with an
Individualized
Education
assignments.
Plan
(IEP).
Do schools support ELL students and students with
Average number of different principals in each school over
disabilities in the general education setting where
the last three consecutive HR snapshots.
possible?

Do teachers, administrators and central office

SCORING
Low
More than
1
15%

Greater than
1.5

Qualitative

Medium

High

2

Less than
3
11%

Qualitative
11% to 15%

Qualitative
Between 1.5
and 1.2

Between 1%
Between
and 4% 5% and 10%
Qualitative
Greater than Between 2.5
2.5
and 1
Qualitative

Less than
1.2

Percentage point difference between the percent of nonPercentage
point
in retention
rates
white
students
withdifference
an IEP and
the percent
of between
non-white
principals
rated
less
than
effective
versus
principals
rated
students in the district overall.
higher than effective.
The district ensures most special education teachers are
Ratiocertified
of the average
of special
differentpopulation)
principals per
dual
(contentnumber
area and
school in the highest-poverty school quartile over the last
three consecutive
snapshots,
to the
Across
all schools,HR
special
education
andaverage
generalnumber
of differentteachers
principalsmeet
per and
school
in the lowest-poverty
education
collaborate
regularly about
school quartile
the las
instruction
and over
students.

Greater than
Greater
4%
than -5%

PercentagetoofIntervention
principals rated
above
effective.
Response
or other
early
intervention
models are used to address individual learning needs and
reduce referrals for students with disabilities.

Less than
2.5%

2.5%
to 5%
Qualitative

More than
5%
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Percentage of principals rated below effective.

Less than
2.5%

2.5% to 5%

More than
5%

School Support
Integrated Planning Process

3

Greater than
10.9

practices.time in ELA (18% of day).
average

Question

High

Qualitative

PRACTICE
RESOURCE
USE METRICS
college- AND
and
standards andrecommended
instructional
students
withcareer-ready
greater-than-the-minimum
50%
Professional Learning

Medium
110 and 85

1

2

27
District leaders leverage data to make policy and resource

Qualitative

Less than
Less1%
than 10%

Less than 1

3

of different principals per school in the lowest-poverty
school quartile over the las
Percentage of principals rated above effective.
Less than
PRACTICE
AND
RESOURCE
USE
METRICS
PRACTICE
AND
RESOURCE USE
METRICS
2.5%

Are school leader evaluation ratings an
accurate assessment of school leader
performance?

Percentage of principals rated below effective.

Question

Metric

Design
School Support

Less than
Low
2.5%

1

2.5% to 5%

SCORING
2.5% to 5%

More than
5%

Medium

More than
High
5%

2

3

Personalized
Time and
Attention
Integrated
Planning
Process
Have
schoolsadministrators
made cost-effective
investments
Do
teachers,
and central
office
in group
leverresource
for individual
attention?
staff
use size
dataas
to adrive
allocation
and
other decisions?

Differentiated Support & Accountability
Does the district provide sufficient support that
varies based on school needs?

Are master schedules aligned to ensure
sufficient time for content mastery for all
students?

Does the district outline a set of researchbacked priorities for schools and guidance to
Do schools support students with disabilities
support implementation?
and English language learners (ELL) in a
general education setting where possible?

Ratio ofleaders
below-proficient
student
9th grade
size
District
leverage data
to make
policyELA
andclass
resource
to proficient
student 9th grade ELA class size.
allocation
decisions.

Greater than
1

Between
Qualitative1
and 0.8

Less than
0.8

Ratio of below-proficient student 9th grade math class size
to proficient
student
9th grade
class
size.
School
leaders
leverage
data tomath
make
policy
and resource
allocation decisions.
Average elementary school class size.

Greater than
1

Between 1
and 0.8
Qualitative

Less than
0.8

Do schools vary class size as a way of targeting individual
Instructional
attention? superintendent span of control.

Qualitative
Greater than
20

Do schools vary teacher load as a way of targeting
The
districtattention?
supports schools in the implementation of highindividual
quality templates and building blocks, including providing
Ratio of average
grade
ELA/math
size transition
to
Greater than
training,
removing9th
policy
barriers,
and class
providing
average 12th grade non-core (exclude PE).
0.9
resources.
At the
secondary
level, annual
hoursitsspent
in core
The
district’s
deliberate
strategystudent
to improve
lowestacademic subjects.
performing
subset of schools consists of additional
support and monitoring from the central office.
The district varies support based on a comprehensive
view of school needs that include existing resource use,
At the secondary
level,demographics,
percentage ofteacher
below-proficient
performance,
student
growth and
studentsneeds,
with greater-than-the-minimum
recommended
support
and principal growth and support
needs.
time in math (18% of day).
School supervisors spend the majority of their time
At the secondary
level,
of below-proficient
working
with schools
onpercentage
strategic planning,
resource
students with
greater-than-the-minimum
allocation,
implementation
and continuousrecommended
improvement,
average
time in ELA
(18%rather
of day).
and
instructional
practice
than supporting
operations or addressing urgent issues.
Do below-proficient students get additional time in math
and district
ELA? documents best practices and provides
The
schools with a menu of options (e.g., schedules, staffing
Percentage of students with an Individualized Education
and teacher team configurations, student groupings, and
Plan (IEP).
interventions) that show how strategic designs can be
achieved in the district’s context.
Metric and students with
Do schools support ELL students
The district has outlined a set of research-backed
disabilities in the general education setting where
practices, aligned with school and district priorities, and
possible?
guidance to support schools in implementing.
Percentage point difference between the percent of nonwhite students with an IEP and the percent of non-white
students
in manages
the districtitsoverall.
The
district
overall budget in response to
change in key cost drivers (e.g., enrollment or funding
The district ensures most special education teachers are
streams, benefit costs).
dual certified (content area and special population)
New initiatives are funded in a fiscally sustainable manner.
Across all schools, special education and general
education teachers meet and collaborate regularly about
The district routinely reviews the service quality of central
instruction and students.
departments.
Response to Intervention or other early intervention
models are used to address individual learning needs and
reduce referrals for students with disabilities.
Central office staff are provided with training and support
to help them grow within their role and responsibilities.

School Support
Service Quality and Efficiency
Do central office budgeting practices focus on
service quality, district priorities, and fiscal
sustainability?

Are central office departments held
accountable for providing high-quality,
coordinated, and cost-effective services to
schools?
Monday, January 8, 2018

Less than 12

Between 0.9
and 0.6

Less than
0.6

Less than
775

Between
Qualitative
775 and 950
or greater
than 1100
Qualitative

Between
950 and
1100

Less than
50%

50% to 80%

More than
80%

Less than
50%

PRACTICE AND RESOURCE USE METRICS
More than

Question

Qualitative
Between 20
and 12
Qualitative
Qualitative

15%

Low

1
Greater than
4%

Qualitative
50% to 80%

More than
80%

Qualitative
Qualitative
11% to 15%

SCORING
Medium
Qualitative
Qualitative

2
Between 1%
and 4%
Qualitative

Less than
11%

High

3
Less than
1%

Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative

Qualitative
Qualitative
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Qualitative

Central office departments coordinate effectively to
provide integrated support to schools

Qualitative

When principals need support from central office, they are
28
easily able to find the correct person, and a resolution is
enacted on an appropriate timeline.

Qualitative

three consecutive HR snapshots, to the average number
of different principals per school in the lowest-poverty
The
district
manages
its las
overall budget in response to
school
quartile
over the
Do central office budgeting practices focus on
change in key cost drivers (e.g., enrollment or funding
service quality, district priorities, and fiscal
Percentage
ofAND
principals
rated above effective.
PRACTICE
RESOURCE
USE METRICS
Are school leader evaluation ratings an
streams,
benefit
costs).
sustainability?
accurate assessment of school leader
performance?
New initiatives are funded in a fiscally sustainable manner.

Service Quality and Efficiency

Qualitative
Less than

PRACTICE AND RESOURCE USE METRICS
2.5%

Are central office departments
Question held
accountable for providing high-quality,
coordinated, and cost-effective services to
Design
School
schools? Support
Personalized
Time and
Attention
Integrated
Planning
Process
Have
schoolsadministrators
made cost-effective
investments
Do
teachers,
and central
office
in
group
size
as
a
lever
for
individual
attention?
staff use data to drive resource allocation
and
other decisions?

Differentiated Support & Accountability

Funding
& Portfolio
Does the district
provide sufficient support that
varies based on school needs?
Equity

Does the district consistently provide additional
resources to students with greater learning
needs?
Are master schedules aligned to ensure
sufficient time for content mastery for all
students?

Choice & Assignment
How distributed are students of color and
economically disadvantaged students across
schools?
Does the district outline a set of researchDo schools
support
withguidance
disabilitiesto
backed
priorities
for students
schools and
and
English
language
learners
(ELL)
in a
support implementation?
general education setting where possible?

Community Engagement
Community Resources
Do schools partner with community or
alternative providers?

Family Engagement
Do schools partner with parents around
meeting student learning goals?
Monday, January 8, 2018

Percentage
of principals
ratedthe
below effective.
The
district routinely
reviews
Metricservice quality of central
departments.

Less than
Low
2.5%

1
Central office staff are provided with training and support
to
help them
grow within student
their role9th
and
responsibilities.
Ratio
below-proficient
grade
size
Districtofleaders
leverage data to make
policyELA
andclass
resource
to
proficient
student
9th
grade
ELA
class
size.
allocation
decisions.
Central office departments coordinate effectively to
provide
support
to schools
Ratio of integrated
below-proficient
student
9th grade math class size
to
proficient
student
9thsupport
grade
class
size.
School
leaders
leverage
data tomath
make
policy
and resource
When
principals
need
from
central
office,
they are
allocation
decisions.
easily
able
to
find
the
correct
person,
and
a
resolution
is
Average elementary school class size.
enacted on an appropriate timeline.
Do schools vary class size as a way of targeting individual
Instructional superintendent span of control.
attention?

School
supervisors
spend
the majority
of their time
At
the secondary
level,
percentage
of below-proficient
working
with
schools
on
strategic
planning,
resource
students
with
greater-than-the-minimum
recommended
Percentage point difference between average
proficiency
allocation,
implementation
and
continuous
improvement,
average
timeand
in ELA
(18% of day).
rates
of free
reduced-price
lunch (FRL) students in
andlowest-poverty
instructional practice
thanand
supporting
the
quartilerather
schools
the proficiency
Do
below-proficient
students
get issues.
additional time in math
operations
or
addressing
urgent
rates of non-FRL students in the highest-poverty quartile
and ELA?
school.
The district documents best practices and provides
Percentage
with an (e.g.,
Individualized Education
schools
withofa students
menu
of options
The
percentage
schools
in a districtschedules,
where the staffing
racial or
Plan
(IEP). teamofconfigurations,
and
teacher
student
and
socioeconomic composition of the schoolsgroupings,
deviates 10
interventions)
that
show
how
strategic
designs
can
be
percentage points or more from the districtwide
achieved in the district’s context.
composition.
Do schools support ELL students and students with
disabilities
theoutlined
generalaeducation
setting where
The districtinhas
set of research-backed
possible?
practices, aligned with school and district priorities, and
guidance to point
support
schoolsbetween
in implementing.
Percentage
difference
the percent of non-

white students with an IEP and the percent of non-white
students
in the
district
Do
schools
partner
withoverall.
community or alternative
providers for non-core instruction, enrichment, social
The district ensures most special education teachers are
services support, professional services, academic support,
dual certified (content area and special population)
or other services?
Across all schools, special education and general
education teachers meet and collaborate regularly about
instruction
students.
Parents
areand
deeply
involved with schools to help meet
student
learning
goals.
Response to Intervention or other early intervention
models are used to address individual learning needs and
reduce referrals for students with disabilities.

29

Qualitative

SCORING

2.5%
to 5%
Qualitative
Medium

2

More than
5%
More than
High
5%

3

Qualitative
Greater than
1

Between
1
Qualitative
and
0.8
Qualitative

Less than
0.8

Greater than
1

Between 1
and 0.8
Qualitative

Less than
0.8

Qualitative
Qualitative
2 20
Between
and 12
Qualitative
Qualitative
Between
Between
0.9
55% and
and
0.6
70%

3 12
Less than

Between
Between
Qualitative
775
andand
950
15%
or greater
7.5%
than 1100
Qualitative
Qualitative

Between
Greater
950 and
than
15%
1100

Less than
50%

50% to 80%

More than
80%

Less than
50%than
Greater
10%

Qualitative
50%
to 80%
Between
10% and 5%

More than
80%
Less
than
5%

1 than
Greater
20

Do schools vary teacher load as a way of targeting
individual
The districtattention?
supports schools in the implementation of highPercentage
of schools
within 10%
of the
school-level
Less than
quality templates
and building
blocks,
including
providing
Ratio of per
average
9th grade
ELA/math class size to
Greater
median
weighted
pupilbarriers,
spending.
55%than
training, removing
policy
and providing transition
average 12th grade non-core (exclude PE).
0.9
resources.
At the secondary
level, annual
student
hours
spent in in
core
Less
Degree
of school-to-school
equity
on its
variance
Less than
than
The district’s
deliberate strategy
tobased
improve
lowestacademic
subjects.
775
ES/K8
school
funding
and
need.
7.5%
performing subset of schools consists of additional
support and monitoring from the central office.

Schools
receive
necessary
resources
beyond
The district
variesthesupport
based
on a comprehensive
categorical
funding
(Title
I
and
Title
III)
to
support
view
school needs
that
include existing
resourcethe
use,
At
theofsecondary
level,
percentage
of below-proficient
additional
learning
needs
of
their
students,
andgrowth
schools
performance,
student
demographics,
teacher
and
students
with greater-than-the-minimum
recommended
with
a concentration
of need receive
more.
support
needs,
andofprincipal
time
in math
(18%
day). growth and support needs.

2.5% to 5%

Greater
Less
than than
70%
0.6

Qualitative
More than
Greater
15%than
50%

1
Greater than
4%

Qualitative
11% to 15%
Between
50% and
20%
Qualitative
Qualitative

Less than
Less
than
11%
20%

2

3

Between 1%
and 4%
Qualitative

Less than
1%

Qualitative
Qualitative

Qualitative
Qualitative
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Version2.0
2.0
Version

PRINCIPAL SURVEY
PRINCIPAL
SURVEY
PRINCIPAL
SURVEY
Question

Metric
Metric

SystemConditions
Conditions
System
(SS)ororPractice
Practiceand
and
(SS)
ResourceUse
Use(P/RU)
(P/RU)
Resource

Standards & Instructional Resources
Curriculum & Instructional Resources

and teachers
teachers with
with
Does the district provide school leaders and
rigorous and coherent curricula, instructional
instructional resources,
resources,
and assessments aligned to college- and
and career-ready
career-ready
standards?

The district
district provides
provides my
myschool
schoolwith
withhigh-quality
high-quality
The
materials—including
materials—including scope
scopeand
andsequences,
sequences,curriculum,
curriculum,and
and
assessments—to
assessments—to support
supportimplementation
implementationofofrigorous
rigorousinstruction
instruction
aligned
aligned with
with collegecollege- and
andcareer-ready
career-readystandards.
standards.

SC
SC

Teaching
Hiring and Assignment
Do district recruiting practices result in a pool
pool of
of highhighquality candidates?

My
My district
district pre-screens
pre-screensaapool
poolofofhigh-quality
high-qualityapplicants
applicantsfrom
from
which
which II can
can hire.
hire.

P/RU
P/RU

Does the hiring process result in high-quality
high-quality teacher
teacher
hires?

There
There are
are enough
enough effective
effectiveteachers
teachersatatour
ourschool
schooltotoenact
enactour
our
transformation
transformation plan/achieve
plan/achieveour
ourstudent
studentperformance
performancegoals.
goals.

P/RU
P/RU

Does the hiring timeline and process allow
allow for
for schools
schools to
to
attract high-quality teachers?

The
The district’s
district’s hiring
hiring timeline
timelineallows
allowsme
metotoattract
attracttop
toptalent
talenttotomy
my
school.
school.

SC
SC

II have
have flexibility
flexibility toto hire
hireteachers
teacherswhose
whoseskills
skillsand
andexpertise
expertisematch
match
my
my school
school and
and students'
students'needs.
needs.

SC
SC

Do principals have a manageable span of
of review?
review?

How
How many
many teachers
teachers are
areyou
youdirectly
directlyresponsible
responsiblefor
forevaluating
evaluating
annually
annually (not
(not including
includingthose
thoseevaluated
evaluatedby
byother
otheradministrators
administratorsinin
the
the building)?
building)?

P/RU
P/RU

Does the district ensure that teachers receive
receive highhighquality, growth-oriented, job-embedded professional
professional
learning
learning that
that supports
supports school
school and
and individual
individual needs?
needs?

The
The district
district invests
invests sufficiently
sufficientlyininprofessional
professionallearning
learningand
andsupport
support
opportunities
opportunities for
for teachers
teachersthat
thataddress
addressour
ourschool’s
school’sunique
unique
challenges.
challenges.

SC
SC

II have
have sufficient
sufficient flexibility
flexibilityover
overprofessional
professionallearning
learningresources
resourcestoto
improve
improve teacher
teacher practice
practice(includes
(includesdiscretion
discretionininhiring
hiringand
anddefining
defining
jobs
jobs of
of coaches
coaches and
and administrators,
administrators,controlling
controllingPD
PDcontent,
content,
allocating
allocating staff
staff toto PD
PD outside
outsidethe
thebuilding,
building,etc.)
etc.)

SC
SC

Is
Is the
the district's
district's teacher
teacher evaluation
evaluation system
system based
based on
on
evidence
and
collegeand
career-ready
standards?
evidence and college- and career-ready standards?

The
The district
district provides
providesaarubric
rubrictotoevaluate
evaluateteachers
teachersthat
thathas
hasaaclear
clear
description
of
effective
teaching
practice
and
is
easy
to
description of effective teaching practice and is easy touse
useand
and
understand.
understand.

SC
SC

Does
Does the
the district
district retain
retain an
an effective
effective teaching
teaching force
force and
and
encourage
struggling
teachers
to
leave
the
system?
encourage struggling teachers to leave the system?

II am
am able
able to
to consistently
consistentlyretain
retaineffective
effectiveteachers
teachersininmy
myschool.
school.

P/RU
P/RU

II am
am able
able to
to exit
exit consistently
consistentlyineffective
ineffectiveteachers
teachersininmy
myschool.
school.

P/RU
P/RU

Does
Does the
the evaluation
evaluation system
system result
result in
in the
the ability
ability to
to
differentiate
teachers?
differentiate teachers?

The
The teacher
teacher evaluation
evaluationrubric
rubricand
andprocess
processenables
enablesme
metoto
appropriately
differentiate
teacher
performance
levels.
appropriately differentiate teacher performance levels.

P/RU
P/RU

Is
Is the
the district’s
district’s teacher
teacher evaluation
evaluation process
process and
and data
data used
used
to
to support
support hiring,
hiring, development,
development, and
and assignment?
assignment?

How
How often
often do
do you
you evaluate
evaluateyour
yourcore
coresubject
subjectteachers
teachersagainst
againstthe
the
same
standards?
Core
subject
teachers
are
math,
ELA,
same standards? Core subject teachers are math, ELA,science,
science,
social
social studies,
studies, and
and (in
(innon-departmentalized
non-departmentalizedgrades)
grades)homeroom
homeroom
teachers.
teachers.

P/RU
P/RU

Professional Learning

Performance
Performance Measurement
Measurement &
& Management
Management

School
School Design
Design
Curriculum,
Curriculum, Instruction
Instruction &
& Assessment
Assessment
Are
Are instructional
instructional materials
materials and
and instructional
instructional practice
practice
consistently
rigorous
for
all
students?
consistently rigorous for all students?

31

What
What proportion
proportion ofof your
yourELA/math
ELA/mathclassrooms
classroomsconsistently
consistentlydisplay
display
rigorous,
grade-level
instruction
aligned
with
collegerigorous, grade-level instruction aligned with college-and
andcareercareerready standards?

P/RU
P/RU

Does the district retain an effective teaching force and
encourage struggling teachers to leave the system?

Does the evaluation system result in the ability to
differentiate teachers?

I am able to consistently retain effective teachers in my school.

P/RU

I am able to exit consistently ineffective teachers in my school.

P/RU

The teacher evaluation rubric and process enables me to
appropriately differentiate teacher performance levels.

P/RU

PRINCIPAL
SURVEY
PRINCIPAL SURVEY

How often do you evaluate your core subject teachers against the
Metric
same standards? Core subject teachers are math, ELA, science,
social studies, and (in non-departmentalized grades) homeroom
teachers.

Is the district’s teacher evaluation
Questionprocess and data used
to support hiring, development, and assignment?

Version 2.0

SystemP/RU
Conditions
(SS) or Practice and
Resource Use (P/RU)

Standards
& Instructional Resources
School
Design
Curriculum,
& Assessment
Curriculum &Instruction
Instructional
Resources

PRINCIPAL SURVEY

proportion
of your
Are
and instructional
The district
provides
my ELA/math
school withclassrooms
high-qualityconsistently display
Doesinstructional
the district materials
provide school
leaders andpractice
teachers with What
rigorous,
grade-level
instruction
aligned
with curriculum,
college- andand
careerconsistently
rigorous
for
all
students?
materials—including scope and sequences,
rigorous and coherent curricula, instructional resources,
ready
standards?
assessments—to support implementation of rigorous instruction
and assessments aligned to college- and career-ready

Question
standards?
Do school leaders and teachers share a clearly

articulated instructional vision that defines their approach

to teaching and learning, includes subject-specific
Teaching

practices, and is informed by rigorous expectations for
School
Design
Hiring
and
Assignment
excellent
teaching?
Expert-Led
Collaboration
& Professional
Learning
Do district recruiting
practices
result in a pool
of high-

Metric

aligned
with instructional
college- andvision
career-ready
My
school's
defines standards.
expectations for student
learning, includes subject-specific practices, and is informed by
rigorous expectations for excellent teaching.

quality
candidates?
Are
teachers
receiving growth-oriented feedback and

My district pre-screens a pool of high-quality applicants from
whichteachers
I can hire.
Core
receive regular cycles of observation and

Does the hiring process result in high-quality teacher
hires?

transformation plan/achieve our student performance goals.

sustained coaching to improve instruction?

Wednesday,
November
2017 teams for the
Are
teachers organized
into22,
balanced
Does theofhiring
timeline
and process of
allow
for schools
purpose
deepening
understanding
standards
and to
attract
high-quality
teachers?
planning and improving instruction?

Professional
Learning
Do teachers have
sufficient time scheduled for
collaborative work and professional learning?

Do principals have a manageable span of review?

Does the district ensure that teachers receive highquality, growth-oriented, job-embedded professional
Is
teacherthat
professional
learning
time
used effectively?
learning
supports school
and
individual
needs?

actionable feedback (at least 12 total hours annually) with a
There are enough effective teachers at our school to enact our
content-specific expert.

P/RU
SC

System Conditions
(SS) or Practice
P/RU and
Resource Use (P/RU)

P/RU
P/RU

P/RU

What percent of your teachers meet weekly with a team that
The district’s
timeline
allowsinstruction?
me to attract top talent to my
shares
contenthiring
to plan
and adjust

Page 1 of 4
P/RU

I havepercent
flexibility
hireteaching
teachersteams
whosehave
skillsat and
match
What
of to
your
leastexpertise
one highly
my school
and students' needs.
effective
teacher?

SC
P/RU

How many minutes each week do teams that share content and/or
grade-level meet?

P/RU

My
school(not
hasincluding
sufficientthose
time to
implement
our professional
annually
evaluated
by other
administrators in
growth
priorities (i.e., days prior to the beginning of school, weekly
the building)?
collaborative planning time, regular content and PD/faculty
The district invests sufficiently in professional learning and support
meetings).

P/RU

school.

How many teachers are you directly responsible for evaluating

opportunities for teachers that address our school’s unique
Teaching
teams use collaborative planning time productively, as
challenges.

evidenced by the use of clear purposes, agendas, and protocols.

I have sufficient flexibility over professional learning resources to

My school’s leaders and teachers are trained and proficient in
improve
teacher
practice
discretion
hiring andpractice.
defining
using
data
to inform
school(includes
improvement
and in
classroom

jobs of coaches and administrators, controlling PD content,

percent
are ledthe
bybuilding,
an instructional
Is professional learning supported by qualified and school- What
allocating
staffoftoteams
PD outside
etc.) expert facilitator
(may be a teacher on the team) on a weekly basis?
based content experts?

SC

P/RU

SC
P/RU

SC

P/RU
P/RU

Performance Measurement & Management

Talent Management and Teacher Leadership

Is the district's teacher evaluation system based on

The district provides a rubric to evaluate teachers that has a clear

SC

We
have teacher
leadersand
other
roles that
teachers
to
description
of effective
teaching
practice
and allow
is easy
to use and
improve
the
learning
of
more
students—either
directly
or
by
understand.
impacting the practice of their peers—for a stipend or increased
I am able to consistently retain effective teachers in my school.
pay.

P/RU

Teacher leader roles are held by highly effective teachers.

P/RU

How consistently are the following practices used to match
teacher
expertise
to student
The teacher
evaluation
rubricneeds?
and process enables me to

P/RU

Is theschools
district’smade
teacher
evaluation process
and in
data
used
Have
cost-effective
investments
group
to
support
hiring,
development,
and
assignment?
size as a lever for individual attention?

How consistently
often do youare
evaluate
your core
subjectused
teachers
against the
How
the following
practices
to provide
same standards?
subject teachers
are math, ELA, science,
additional
attentionCore
to struggling
students?

P/RU
P/RU

Are master schedules aligned to ensure sufficient time for
content mastery for all students?

How
consistently are the following practices used to provide
teachers.
additional time32
to struggling students?

P/RU

language learners (ELL) in a general education setting

How many of your special education teachers are dual certified
(content area and special population)?

P/RU

Do
schoolsand
assign
teachers
to differentiated
roles that
evidence
collegeand career-ready
standards?
increase the impact of highly effective teachers and
enable additional support for new and struggling teachers?

Does the district retain an effective teaching force and
encourage struggling teachers to leave the system?

I am able to exit consistently ineffective teachers in my school.

Does the evaluation system result in the ability to
differentiate teachers?
Personalized
Time and Attention

School
Do schools Design
support students with disabilities and English

appropriately differentiate teacher performance levels.

social studies, and (in non-departmentalized grades) homeroom

P/RU
P/RU
P/RU

Is
professional
learning
supported
by qualified
and school- What percent of teams are led by an instructional expert facilitator
encourage
struggling
teachers
to leave
the system?
(may be a teacher on the team) on a weekly basis?
based content experts?
I am able to exit consistently ineffective teachers in my school.
Talent Management and Teacher Leadership

P/RU
Version 2.0
P/RU

Does
the evaluation
system to
result
in the ability
to that
Do
schools
assign teachers
differentiated
roles
differentiate
teachers?
increase the impact of highly effective teachers and
enable
additional
support
for new and
struggling
teachers?
Is the district’s
teacher
evaluation
process
and data
used
Question
to support hiring, development, and assignment?

P/RU
P/RU

PRINCIPAL
SURVEY
PRINCIPAL SURVEY
The teacher evaluation rubric and process enables me to

We have teacher leadersand other roles that allow teachers to
appropriately
differentiate
teacher
performancedirectly
levels. or by
improve
the learning
of more
students—either
impacting
practice
of their
peers—for
a stipend
or increased
How oftenthe
do you
evaluate
your
core subject
teachers
against the
pay.
same standards? Core subjectMetric
teachers are math, ELA, science,
social studies,
(inare
non-departmentalized
grades)
homeroom
Teacher
leaderand
roles
held by highly effective
teachers.
teachers.

PRINCIPAL SURVEY

Question

Standards
& Instructional Resources
School Design

Metric
How consistently are the following
practices used to match
teacher expertise to student needs?

Curriculum
Instructional
Resources
Curriculum,&Instruction
& Assessment
Personalized
Time
and Attention
Does
the
district
provide
school
leaders
andpractice
teachers
with
Are instructional
materials
and instructional
School
Design
Have
schools
made
cost-effective
investments
in group
rigorous
coherent
instructional resources,
consistently
rigorous
forcurricula,
all students?
size
as aand
lever
for individual
attention?
Responsive
Learning
Community
and assessments
aligned
to college- and career-ready
Are master schedules aligned to ensure sufficient time for
standards?
Do
ensure
integrated,
efficient
Doschools
school
leaders
and
teachers
share aand
clearly
content
mastery
fortargeted,
all students?
social
and emotional
services,
including
a deliberate
articulated
instructional
vision that
defines
their approach
Teaching
Do
schoolstoand
support
students
with disabilities
and English
approach
incorporating
social-emotional
competencies
to teaching
learning,
includes
subject-specific
language
learners
(ELL)
in
a
general
education
setting
into
student
learning
time?
practices,
and
is
informed
by
rigorous
expectations
for
Hiring and Assignment
where
possible?
excellent
teaching?
Do district recruiting practices result in a pool of highquality candidates?
Are students known deeply by adults and other students
Does the hiring process result in high-quality teacher
in
their school?
hires?
Are
schools
building
andand
maintaining
an effective
climate
Does
the hiring
timeline
process
for schools
to
Wednesday,
November
22,
2017 allow for
and
culture
based
on
shared
expectations
values,
attract high-quality teachers?
behaviors, and routines that best support student
learning?

Growth-Oriented Adult Culture
Professional Learning
Do schools
school faculty
a professional
Do
adjust demonstrate
supports, interventions,
andculture
student
based
on frequently
trust,have
commitment,
accountability,
Do
principals
abased
manageable
span
of review? and
grouping
onshared
student
data?
shared high standards around continuous learning of
students and adults?
Does the district ensure that teachers receive highLeadership
quality, growth-oriented, job-embedded professional
learning that supports
Professional
Learningschool and individual needs?

The
provides
my
school
withpractices
high-quality
Whatdistrict
proportion
ofare
your
classrooms
consistently
How
consistently
theELA/math
following
used
to providedisplay
materials—including
and sequences,
rigorous, grade-level
instruction
aligned
withcurriculum,
college- andand
careeradditional
attention toscope
struggling
students?
assessments—to
ready standards? support implementation of rigorous instruction
How consistently
are and
the following
practices
used to provide
aligned
with collegecareer-ready
standards.
School
faculty
participate
in professional
learning to improve
their
My school's
instructional
vision
defines expectations
for student
additional
time
to struggling
students?
ability
to teach
social-emotional
learning
and and
create
trauma- by
learning,
includes
subject-specific
practices,
is informed
How
many
of yourenvironments.
special
educationteaching.
teachers are dual certified
sensitive
learning
rigorous
expectations
for excellent
(content area and special population)?

Does the evaluation system result in the ability to
differentiate teachers?
Is the district’s teacher evaluation process and data used
to support hiring, development, and assignment?
Does the district use a clear and rigorous, standardsbased school leader evaluation system?

School Design
Career
Path and
Compensation
Curriculum,
Instruction
& Assessment
Does
the district leverage
value proposition
Are instructional
materialsthe
andwhole
instructional
practice to
attract
top school
leader
talent?
consistently
rigorous
for all
students?

SC
P/RU

P/RU
P/RU
P/RU

Most
teachers
consistently
integrate
social-emotional
learning
My district
pre-screens
a pool
of high-quality
applicants
from
Special
education
and
general
education
teachers
meet
and
competencies
into
their
regular
teaching
and
classes.
which I can hire.
collaborate regularly about instruction and students.
How consistently are the following practices related to building
There are enough effective teachers at our school to enact our
How consistently
the following
relationships
usedare
in your
schools?practices related to English
transformation plan/achieve our student performance goals.
language learners and students with disabilities used in your
Our
school
allocates
time and
staffinstruction
to develop,
andto my
school
to enable
standards-based
insupport
the
The
district’s
hiring
timeline
allows
me
to attract
top general
talent
reinforce
schoolwide
vision,
values,
expectations
and
routines
education
environment?
school.
(e.g., professional learning, morning meeting, dean of culture, etc.)
to Intervention
or other
early skills
intervention
model is
used
IResponse
have flexibility
to hire teachers
whose
and expertise
match
to address
individual
learning
needs and reduce referrals for
my
school and
students'
needs.
students with disabilities.

P/RU
P/RU
P/RU

Our
faculty demonstrates
professional
that is use
based
onto
In high-priority
areas, howaoften
do teamsculture
of teachers
data
trust,
commitment,
constructive
shared
accountability,
How
teachers
are you directly
responsible
for evaluating
adjustmany
schedules,
groupings,
or conflict,
teacher
assignments
to better and
collective
goals
that enable
to(e.g.,
achieve
academic
results in
annually
including
thoseadults
evaluated
bychange
other
administrators
meet their(not
students'
learning
needs
intervention
the
building)?
with
students.
period
assignment based on specific needs)?

P/RU
P/RU

The district invests sufficiently in professional learning and support
opportunities for teachers that address our school’s unique
challenges.

SC

I have sufficient
flexibilitywithin
over professional
learning
resources to
Effective
school leaders
my district are
given opportunities
Does the district place strong leaders and promising
improve
teacher
practiceassignments.
(includes discretion in hiring and defining
to
grow
with
challenging
potential leaders where they can have the greatest impact
jobs of coaches and administrators, controlling PD content,
and growth?
allocating staff to PD outside the building, etc.)
Wednesday,
November
22,
2017
The
district provides high-quality professional learning to me and
Does
the
district
provide
school
leaders
and
other
Performance Measurement & Management
the other instructional experts in my school to build capacity to
instructional experts with significant support and training
support
rigorous,
collegeandtocareer-ready
standards-aligned
throughout
the teacher
school year?
The district
provides
a rubric
evaluate teachers
that has a clear
Is the district's
evaluation system based on
instruction.
description of effective teaching practice and is easy to use and
evidence and college- and career-ready standards?
understand.
Performance Measurement & Management
Does the district retain an effective teaching force and
Does the district retain effective school leaders and
encourage struggling teachers to leave the system?
encourage consistently ineffective school leaders to leave
the system?

SystemP/RU
Conditions
(SS) or Practice and
ResourceP/RU
Use (P/RU)
System Conditions
P/RU
(SS) or Practice and
Resource Use (P/RU)

P/RU
P/RU
P/RU
P/RU
SC 1 of 4
Page

P/RU
SC

SC
P/RU

Page
SC 2 of 4
SC

I am able to consistently retain effective teachers in my school.
How likely is it that you would recommend working as a school
leader in your district to a friend or colleague?
I am able to exit consistently ineffective teachers in my school.

P/RU
P/RU

Consistently ineffective school leaders within my district are held
The teacher evaluation rubric and process enables me to
accountable.
appropriately differentiate teacher performance levels.
District termination and transfer decisions of principals are
How often do you evaluate your core subject teachers against the
predictable and fair.
same standards? Core subject teachers are math, ELA, science,
studies, and
(in non-departmentalized
grades) homeroom
Isocial
am evaluated
against
clear and rigorous performance
standards.
teachers.

P/RU
P/RU

How often are you evaluated?

33
IWhat
am compensated
relative toclassrooms
other instructional
positions
in
proportion of fairly,
your ELA/math
consistently
display
the
district.grade-level instruction aligned with college- and careerrigorous,

P/RU

P/RU
P/RU
SC

SC

SC
P/RU

Performance Measurement & Management

Version 2.0
How likely is it that you would recommend working as a school

Does the district retain effective school leaders and
encourage consistently ineffective school leaders to leave
the system?

PRINCIPAL
SURVEY
leader in your district
to a friend or colleague?

P/RU

PRINCIPAL SURVEY

Consistently ineffective school leaders within my district are held
accountable.
Metric

Question

District termination and transfer decisions of principals are
predictable and fair.

P/RU

System Conditions
(SS) or Practice and
ResourceP/RU
Use (P/RU)

I am evaluated against clear and rigorous performance standards.

SC

Curriculum & Instructional Resources

How often are you evaluated?

SC

Does the district provide school leaders and teachers with
Career Path and Compensation
rigorous and coherent curricula, instructional resources,
and
aligned to
and career-ready
Doesassessments
the district leverage
thecollegewhole value
proposition to
standards?
attract top school leader talent?

The district provides my school with high-quality
materials—including scope and sequences, curriculum, and
assessments—to
implementation
of rigorous instruction
I am compensatedsupport
fairly, relative
to other instructional
positions in
aligned
with
collegeand
career-ready
standards.
the district.

SC

Does the district use a clear and rigorous, standardsStandards
& Instructional Resources
based school leader evaluation system?

Teaching
School Support

PRINCIPAL SURVEY

Question

Hiring
and Assignment
Integrated
Planning Process

Metric

SC

System Conditions
(SS) or Practice and
Resource Use (P/RU)

Do
district
recruiting
practices
result
in isa pool
Is data
integrated
using
a system
that
easyofforhighquality
candidates?
administrators, teachers, and central office staff to access
School
and use? Support
Does the hiring process result in high-quality teacher
Differentiated Support & Accountability
hires?

My
districttimely,
pre-screens
a poolonofstudent
high-quality
applicants
I receive
useful data
performance
andfrom
school
which
I
can
hire.
resource use (e.g., staffing, scheduling, student grouping) to
inform strategic planning and resource allocation.
There are enough effective teachers at our school to enact our
transformation plan/achieve our student performance goals.

Do school
calendars
andand
schedules
Does
the hiring
timeline
process provide
allow foradequate
schools to
time and
flexibility to
meet student needs (or support
attract
high-quality
teachers?
strategic school designs)?

I candistrict’s
make changes
to my school’s
schedule
and
without
The
hiring timeline
allows me
to attract
topstaffing
talent to
my
a full faculty vote.
school.

SC

I have flexibility to hire teachers whose skills and expertise match
Theschool
districtand
provides
me needs.
with the support and training I need to be
my
students'
effective.

SC
P/RU
SC
P/RU
Page 3 of 4

Service Quality and Efficiency

My school has learning/performance goals that are widely known
How
many teachers
are youfaculty
directly
for evaluating
and understood
by school
andresponsible
staff.
annually (not including those evaluated by other administrators in
the building)?

Are central
officeensure
departments
held accountable
for
Does
the district
that teachers
receive highproviding
high-quality, coordinated,
andprofessional
cost-effective
quality,
growth-oriented,
job-embedded
servicesthat
to schools?
learning
supports school and individual needs?

Central
office
departments
coordinate
effectively
to provide
The
district
invests
sufficiently
in professional
learning
and support
integrated support
to my school.
opportunities
for teachers
that address our school’s unique
challenges.

P/RU
SC

I need support
fromover
central
office, I am
easily resources
able to findto
IWhen
have sufficient
flexibility
professional
learning
the correct
person,
and a(includes
resolutiondiscretion
is enacted
an appropriate
improve
teacher
practice
in on
hiring
and defining
timeline.
jobs
of coaches and administrators, controlling PD content,
allocating staff to PD outside the building, etc.)

P/RU
SC

Does the district provide sufficient support that varies
based on school needs?
Professional Learning
Are there clear performance targets for which schools and
Do
principals
manageable
span of review?
school
leadershave
are aheld
accountable?
Wednesday,
November
22, 2017

Funding & Portfolio

Performance Measurement & Management
Equity
The district provides a rubric to evaluate teachers that has a clear
Is the district's teacher evaluation system based on
of effective
teaching
practice
and is on
easy
use and
evidence
collegeand career-ready
standards?
Positions and
dollars are
allocated
fairly based
mytoschool’s
Does the and
district
consistently
provide additional
resources description
understand.
needs.
to students with greater learning needs?

P/RU
SC
P/RU

SC
P/RU

I am able to consistently retain effective teachers in my school.

P/RU

I understand how positions and dollars are allocated to my school.
I am able to exit consistently ineffective teachers in my school.

SC
P/RU

The teacher evaluation rubric and process enables me to
appropriately
differentiate
performance
levels. class size
I have flexibility
over how Iteacher
spend my
budget, including
and staffing ratios, and I can swap staff positions or exchange
How often do you evaluate your core subject teachers against the
staff positions for dollars.
same standards? Core subject teachers are math, ELA, science,
social studies, and (in non-departmentalized grades) homeroom
teachers.

P/RU
SC

Do schools partner with community or alternative
Curriculum,
providers? Instruction & Assessment

My school partners with community providers to offer enrichment
34 support.
and social services

P/RU

Are instructional materials and instructional practice
consistently rigorous for all students?

What
proportion
of your
consistently
My school
partners
with ELA/math
communityclassrooms
or alternative
providers display
to
rigorous,
grade-level
instruction aligned
with collegeand careeroffer instruction
in non-core/elective
subjects
(e.g., using

P/RU

Transparency
Does
the district retain an effective teaching force and
encourage struggling teachers to leave the system?
Do school budgets provide a clear picture of how and
where resources are allocated?
Flexibility
Does the evaluation system result in the ability to
differentiate
teachers?
Do schools have
the flexibility to vary resource use based
on student, teacher, and school needs?
Is the district’s teacher evaluation process and data used
to support hiring, development, and assignment?

Community Engagement

P/RU

Community Resources

School Design

to students with greater learning needs?
Transparency
Do school budgets provide a clear picture of how and
where resources are allocated?

needs.
I understand how positions
and dollars are allocated to my school.
PRINCIPAL
SURVEY
PRINCIPAL SURVEY

Flexibility

Question
Do schools have the flexibility
to vary resource use based
on student, teacher, and school needs?

SC

Metric
I have flexibility over how I spend
my budget, including class size
and staffing ratios, and I can swap staff positions or exchange
staff positions for dollars.

System Conditions (SS)
SC
or Practice
and
Resource Use (P/RU)

What
percent
of yourwith
teachers
meet weekly
withtoaoffer
teamenrichment
that
My school
partners
community
providers
shares
content
to plan
and adjust instruction?
and social
services
support.

P/RU
P/RU

My school partners with community or alternative providers to
offer instruction in non-core/elective subjects (e.g., using
What
percentpartners
of your to
teaching
teams
haveusing
at least
one highly
community
teach art
or gym;
classroom
effective
teacher?
assistants
or paraprofessionals to supervise time using
technology).

P/RU

School Design
Community
Engagement
Teaching Effectiveness
Community
Resources

Areschools
teacherspartner
organized
teams that
have the needed
Do
with into
community
or alternative
support to deepen understanding of college and career
providers?
ready standards and use data to plan and improve
instruction?
Do schools assign teachers to differentiated roles that
extend the reach of highly effective teachers and limit the
reach of struggling teachers?

Family Engagement

Do schools partner with parents around meeting student
learning goals?
Do teacher teams have adequate collaborative time to
deepen understanding of college and career ready
standards and improve instructional practice?

Do teacher teams have effective practices and protocols
to adjust instruction and improve practice?
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P/RU

What
percent
of teams
arecommunity
led by an expert
facilitator
(may betoa
My school
partners
with
or alternative
providers
teacher
on the team)
weekly? academic support, or other
offer professional
development,
professional services.
Which of the following practices are consistently used to match
teacher expertise to student needs through any of the following
methods?
Our parents are deeply involved with the school to help meet
Teacher
leader roles
enable highly effective teachers to extend
student learning
goals.
their reach to improve the learning of more students, either
directly or by impacting the practice of their peers.

P/RU
P/RU

How many minutes each week do teams that share content
and/or grade-level meet?

P/RU

My school has sufficient time to implement our professional
growth priorities (ie., days prior to the beginning of school, weekly
collaborative planning time, regular content and PD/faculty
meetings).

P/RU

Teaching teams use collaborative planning time productively, as
evidenced by the use of clear purposes, agendas, and protocols.

P/RU

Teacher teams track student learning needs and progress over
time and use the results to refine their instruction and to regroup
students.

P/RU

My school’s leaders and teachers are trained and proficient in
using data to inform school improvement and classroom practice.

P/RU

P/RU
P/RU

Page 4 of 4
P/RU

In high priority areas, how often do teams of teachers adjust
student schedules, groupings or teacher assignments to better
meet their learning needs (e.g. change intervention period
assignment based on specific needs)?

P/RU

Our faculty demonstrates a professional culture that is based on
trust, commitment, constructive conflict, shared accountability and
collective goals that enable adults to achieve academic results
with students.

P/RU

All teachers receive regular cycles of observation and actionable
feedback.

P/RU

I can make changes to my school’s schedule and staffing without
a full faculty vote.

SC

I have authority over a significant portion of my school’s staffing
and budget and can swap staffing positions and trade dollars for
staff/staff for dollars.
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SC

I have flexibility to hire the right teacher to meet my school’s
needs.

SC

Flexibility

Do schools have the flexibility to vary designs, including
hiring, staffing, schedules, and resource use, based on
student, teacher, and school needs?

Explore our online tools at ERStrategies.org/tools.
Resource Check
Get a quick assessment of your district’s conditions and resource use
against the Strategic System vision.

Budget Hold’em for Districts
Explore options that balance investments and savings with a focus
on the real bottom line: student performance.
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